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Mr. Joseph J. Traybar (ACT-340), Flight Safety Research Branch,"

Aircraft Safety Development Division.
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for his many helpful comments and guidance during the performance of

this work as well as for his considerable contributions during the

review of this report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Considerable attention has been given recently to the use of certain advanced air-
craft configurations and flight control designs and the implementation of new system
concepts in order to improve or optimize aircraft designs, flight characteristics,
performance, and efficiency. Utilization of these new aircraft and system concepts
to achieve these desired goals usually requires consideration of beneficial design
factors (such as aft center of gravity and smaller sized tail-planes and empennage)
that tend to cause poorer aircraft flying qualities characteristics for certain
modes of flight. Therefore, for many new generation aircraft, it will be necessary
to provide various tiers of stability and control augmentation to optimize the
designs as well as compensate for potential problems associated with flying quali-
ties safety requirements for failed-state conditions. The trend of using highly
augmented flight systems is well established and indeed, in the recent NASA spon-
sored study for Energy Efficient Transports, the Boeing, Douglas, and Lockheed air-
craft companies all reco7mend highly augmented airplanes for their proposed designs.

In the present study, the flying qualities of highly augmented aircraft are examined
in the context of the current Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) and supporting
Engineering Flight Test Guides to determine if they require modification and/or
updating. Also, attention is directed toward the determination of the data and
information needed to adequately and efficiently assess the flying qualities air-
worthiness of highly augmented aircraft and systems to ensure that they meet the
minimtum requirements for a level of safety.

First, it must be clearly understood that the current flying qualities related FAR
are based essentially on classical stability and control of unaugmented aircraft.
Therefore, it was necessary to determine what specific differences exist between the

2. flying qualities of classical unaugmented aircraft and the highly augmented (or
super augmented) aircraft being proposed for greater performance and fuel efficiency.
It has been the purpose of this study to make such determinations and updating of
pertinent agency documents. The results of the study are presented in two volumes.

t Volume I contains a detailed review of the assessments as defined in the FAR and
Engineering Flight Test Guides. Volume II contains a more detailed technical analy-
sis of highly augmented and super augmented aircraft to provide analytical support
for Volume I. The emphasis is on the longitudinal axis in keeping with the desire
to provide fuel efficiency via relaxed static stability. However, some considera-
tions of the lateral and directional axes have also been reviewed.

The difficulty in changing established regulations has been an overriding considers-
tion, and suggestions to modify an existing FAR were made only when no alternative
could be identified. In nearly all cases, the existing FAR have been found to be

* adequate with the important proviso that detailed interpretations and flight testj procedures can be developed for inclusion in the supporting Engineering Flight Test
Guide. However, it appears that the current versions of the Engineering Flight Test
Guide do not provide adequate guidance to support the flying qualities airworthiness
assessment of highly augmented aircraft and will require significant modifications

-- and- updating. In fact, many important sedtO-ffs- i-ne--,e~n-egifing Flight Test Guides
are blank or missing and listed simply as "Reerved."

Specific areas of interest or p:ssible activities needed to aid in upgrading the
pertinent documents are detailed. Brief comments on sone cf 'hese areas are: A
synopsis of FAA pertinent data and information taken from applicable portions of

." flight test and simulations studies (as accomplished by NASA, DOD in the form of

xi
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reports and handbooks; e.g., MIL-F-8785C), should be culled and portions included
in the FAA Engineering Flight Test Guides in a format that is readily usable to the
agency and certification team members in the flying qualities airworthiness assess-
ment process for minimum requirements for a level of safety. Specific piloting
tasks should be defined for evaluation of critical aspects of certain features of
highly augmented aircraft. Issues related to "long-term" dynamic stability require-
ments need to be fully and efficiently addressed. The idiosyncrasies of specific
augmentation schemes should be discussed in some detail so FAA flight test engineers
and test pilots can fully and efficiently evaluate such systems. For example, both
active and passive augmentation schemes should be covered ranging from downsprings
and bobweights all the way to highly redundant full-authority high-gain fly-by-wire
systems. All aspects of augmentation system failures should be considered. For
example, the Engineering Flight Test Guide should contain a clear interpretation of
what constitutes "non-essential," "essential," and "critical" flight control func-
tions. In addition, the effects of failure transients and critical conditions for
failures should be spelled out in detail.

Currently, the minimum requirements for a level of safety are defined by several
key phrases scattered throughout the FAR. For example, "without excepticnal piloting
skill, alertness, (attention) or strength" is the phrase used to distinguish between
what is and what is not an acceptable level of safety in some paragraphs. A more
definitive rating rationale and structure should be designed and considered for
agency use by the FAA flight test pilots and engineers as an additional aid in deter-
mining more precisely what constitutes PASS/FAIL rating and compliance with "key-
phrase" use for the evaluation of flying qualities minimum requirements for a level
of safety. To this end, Volume I suggests that the well-known and widely used
Cooper-Harper Rating Scale be more formally utilized, in truncated form. in the
flying qualities appraisal process. That is, the Cooper-Harper "Rating" column, the
Aircraft Characteristics column, and Demands on the Pilot (Workload) column are
identically retained but the block diagram schematics for Adequacy for Selected Task
have been excised and a new PASS/FAIL Judgment column (designed and calibrated
specifically for FAA application) has been juxtaposed with the familiar 10-point
rating scale for agency use in conjunction with the existing "key-phrases" of the
FAR and flight test guides. This truncated version of the Cooper-Harper Flying
Qualities rating system is offered here to reduce agency application difficulties
and other past rating complexity issues. It provides an initial rationale with a
more solid data foundation that should aid greatly in structuring all airworthiness
PASS/FAIL appraisals. Also, use of this type of rating scale should eliminate or at
least mitigate objections by same applicants related to relative rating comparisons
(of "goodness" or "badness") of aircraft, systems, and products.

In the present study, we have defined specific areas of concern in aircraft flying
qualities related Federal Aviation Regulations and associated Engineering Flight
Test Guides when utilized for the airworthiness assessment of highly augmented
aircraft.

xii
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SEMCTION

A. BACKGROM

The current airworthiness standards for Transport Category Airplanes

IFederal Aviation Regulations (FAR), Part 25] are primarily oriented

towards classical unaugmented aircraft. Nonetheless, they are appli-

cable in most cases to augmented aircraft if appropriate interpretations

can be made in the 'lng':.eering Flight Test Guide For Transport Category

airplanes [Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Order 8110.8, Refer-

ence 1]. The purpose of this report is to analyze the interrelation-

ships between various levels of augmentation and the FARs. Many of the

areas covered in this report are also applicable to Part 23 aircraft and

the associated engineering flight test guide (FAA Order 8110.7).

This report is organized in two volumes. Volume I is oriented

P |towards a practical interpretation of stability augmentation systems

with emphasis on the flying qualities airworthiness assessment of such

aircraft. In keeping with this objective, the use of equations and ana-

lytical interpretations has been kept to a minimum. Volume II reports

the more analytically oriented research results of this study.

While the report is intended to cover augmentation systems in gen-

eral, the emphasis is on relaxed static stability in view of the current

interest in this subject. For example, a Lockheed L-101 is currently

being flown at I percent static margin to explore the feasibility of

flying at aft center of gravity locations. In the Energy Efficient

Transport (EET) program sponsored by NASA (References 2, 3, and 4), it

was found that relaxed static stability was a most important source of

block fuel reduction (Reference 2, page 167). This suggests that a 4

variety of pitch augmentation systems will be implemented to meet the

agency's minimum flying qualities airworthiness requirements for a level

of safety for the next generation transport aircraft that incorporate

relaxed static stability concepts.

TR-1178-11



The basic objective of stability augmentation is to make the f lILght

control system and feel system essentially transparent to the pilot.

That is, the pilot should feel that the flying qualities characteristicsL are very desirable without being aware of the goings on necessary to

achieve such characteristics. Clearly, when these objectives are met

the flying qualities could exceed, by a considerable margin, the minimum

requirements for a level of safety in the majority of flight conditions

to be encountered. However, the certification pilot and engineers and

other flying qualities airworthiness assessment team members should be

aware of the generic characteristics of stability augmentation so that

they can identify possible critical flight conditions. For example, an

augmentation system using a limited authority series servo may tend to

saturate in wind shear resulting in a reversion to the basic aircraft

dynamics at a critical point in the landing flare. Such cases should be

identified and tested on a flight simulator as well as in-flight, when-

ever possible. A primary objective of this volume is to provide infor-
mation and data to support future expansion and revision of the Engi-

neering Flight Test Guide for Transport Category Aircraft (Reference 1).

In particular, it has been our intention to include guidance material to

assist in identifying critical flight conditions that may arise as a

consequence of stability augmentation.

B. ORGANIZATION OF ROIT (VOLUME I)

A discussion of the evaluation factors for flight testing of augmen-

ted aircraft is presented in Section II. Section III includes a review

of the basic concepts of stability as related to the requirements dis-

cussed in Section II. The effect of augmentation on static and dynamic

stability is discussed in Section IV. The primary emphasis in Sec-

tion IV is on active augmentation which is expected on the next genera-

tion Part 25 aircraft. Section V contains a discussion on augmentation

system failures and, in particular, how such failures can be accounted

for within the framework of the current FARs. Finally, Section VI gives

considerations for modifying the flight test guide to account for the

effects of stability augmentation without making significant changes in

TR-1178-1 2
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the FARs. it is hoped that the data contained in Section VI can be uti-

S-lized along with other pertinent information to update and modify the

Engineering Flight Test Guide for transport category aircraft so that

augmented aircraft are accounted appropriately.

T 3
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SVL O CO OII

--VALumon FAcTORS FOI LIGMrTESTING OF A AIRCRAFT

A. BACKGROUND

The determination ef whether an aircraft meets certain flying quali-

ties minimum requirements for compliance witn "a level of safety" dic-

tates a more structured approach for highly augmented aircraft than for

conventional aircraft. This lesson has been learned on numerous occa-

sions in developing data to support the flying boundaries for highly

augmented aircraft in MIL-F-8785C (see References 5 and 6). As a speci-

fic example, it was found that small variations in the equivalent time

delay between the aircraft pitch response and control input had a large

impact on the pilot ratings (one (1) unit of Cooper-Harper rating per

0.05 sec of time delay). However, this rapid degradation in pilot rat-

ing with increasing time delay was only apparent when the pilot was

given a task which required aggressive control of pitch ettitude such as

touching down at a precise point on the runway in the presence of turbu-

lence and wind shear. The point of this discussion is that a signifi-

cant deficiency existed that was not apparent from "normal" flight test-

"ing and that difficulties were encountered only when aggressive attitude

control was required. Furthermore, the value of thw .quivalent time

delay was found to depend on specific details of the augmentation system

such as bending mode filters, stick filters, and digital flight control

system throughput time. It is our intention in the current research to

provide the necessary background which will allow the FAA to expand the

Engineering Flight Test Guide to include apiropriate flight test proce-

dures which expose handling quality deficiencies unique to stability

augmentation systems. In this section we shall discuss some general

flying quality airworthiness flight test evaluation factors that have

been found useful in checking highly augmented aircraft for compliance

with the Military Flying Quality Specification (Reference 5).

TR-1178-1 4
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5. PILOT CRUTHUD R9QUIREMENTS

An evaluation of the flying qualities of an augmented aircraftf requires consideration of four basic factors. These are:

1) Unattended operation

2) Trim management

3) Maneuvering

4) Regulation

Unattended operation refers to portions of the flight where the pilot is

performing functions other than flying the aircraft. Trim, of course,

relates to the pilot's ability to remove constant control pressures in

equilibrium flight. Some maneuvering and most regulation tasks involve

continuous pilot involvement as part of a closed-loop pilot vehicle sys-

tem. It is necessary to consider all of these factors in making a

determination of the suitability of the aircraft flying qualities.

Experience has shown that the critical high workload pilot operatioas

"involve precision path control and unfavorable environmental conditions

such as low visibility, approach and landings in turbulence and wind

shear. In evaluating the suitability of augmented aircraft, the engi-

neering flight test guide should be explicit in terms of the operating

environment to be tested, as well as the mission operational phases such

as takeoff, climb, level flight, dive/descent, and landing. A format

which accounts for unattended operation, trim management, maneuvering

and regulation in the above operating environments should be considered

for an expanded version of the flight test guide.

Certain key phrases are included in FAR Part 25 to insure compliance

with minimum requirements for a level of safety. These are summarized

below:

0 "Without exceptional piloting skill, alertness,

(attention), or strength" (FAR Part 25.143b, and
25.181b).I * "Suitable" (FAR 25.171)

A-1 178-1 5
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* "Safe Operation" (FAR 25.171)

0 "Exceptional attention not required" (FAR
25. 173d).

While the semantic meaning of these phrases is generally understood, it

is inevitable that certification pilots within and among the regions

will disagree as to the associated magnitude of the flying quality defi-

ciency. The military flying qualities specification (MIL-F-8785C)

approaches this problem by defining levels of flying quality acceptabil-

ity in terms of the Cooper-Harper rating scale (see Reference 7), which

Sfhas become a standard reference in the flying quality community and is

shown in Figure I (taken from Reference 7). Figure la shows the actual

scale whereas Figure lb indicates all of the factors which must be con-

sidered in the evaluation of aircraft handling qualities. The semantic

meanings of the phrases on the Figure la scale were investigated in Ref-

erence 8 to determine the variability of their meanings amongst a large

group of pilots. In addition, the scale was tested for linearity to see
for example if the meanings of the phrases associated with the pilot

Srating of 4 were actually "twice as bad" as the meaning of the phrases

for pilot ratings of 2. This expe.'iment is reported in Reference 8

which shows that the variability is indeed quite low and that the scale

is linear in the region of pilot ratings between I and 6. While the

variability and linearity of the scale fcr ratings worse than 6 were

smewhat degraded, the scale is still usable in this region. Nearly all

flying quality experiments of any consequence pcriormed in the last

15 years have utilized the Cooper-Harper pilot rating qcak.e as primary

source of data concerning pilots performance and workload of the tested

configurations. It should be noted that we are not recommending a modi-

fication of the FARs to include the Cooper-Harper pilot rating scale,

but rather the inclusion of the scale to assist in interpretation of the

phrases noted above which are currently in the FARs. It is the opinion

of the authors that a pilot rating of 5 would insure compliance with the

FAR minimum requirements for a level of safety and would be consistent A

with the semantic mea.aings of the above phrahes. This is based on the

opinion that the semantic meanings of the phrases associated with a

K TR-1 178-1 6
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Cooper-Harper pilot rating of 6 would require pilot effort that exceeds

a "minimum requirement f or a level of safety" as described by the

phrases, e~go., "without exceptional pilot skill, alertness, or

strength." Specifically, it would seem that the Cooper-Harper phrases

"very objectio'nal deficiencies" and "adequate performance requires

extensive pi-lot compensation" would be associated with something worse

than "without exceptional pilot skill, alertness, or strength," "'suit-

C ~able." "iisafe operationr," and "exceptional attention not required." Addi-

tionial evidence that the 5 level is appropriate for defining the "pass/

fail" boundary for the minimum, requirements for a level of safety is

*given by the fact that FAA certification pilots utilized this value

during an-extensive STOL airwiorthiness simulation conducted for the pur-

pose of generating airworthiness criteria for a STOL aircraft (see)

Reference-9).- - " V

-:TR-1178-1 8



44 C. UCOOWWIDM D PILOTING TASKS

The Engineering Flight Test Guide should contain specific piloting

tasks for each of the specified FARs. As a minimum these tasks should

require:

0 Aggressive tracking

* A level of turbulence which could be defined as
moderate

* Precision landings in the presence of moderate
wind shear (this requirement may have to be
accomplished in simulation).

0 Periods of unattended pilot operation. This task
would be especially important in the presence of
augmentation failures.

The effect of the piloting task on the flying quality evaluation is

dramatically shown in Figure 2 where the Cooper-Harper pilot ratings are

plotted vs. time delay; an important flying quality metric for augmented

airplanes. Two sets of data are shown in Figure 2. Both involve a

landing task and both utilize variable stability in-flight (airborne)

simulators. The curve marked A represents an experiment where the

piloting task was simply to land at any point on the runway. The curve

marked B represents an experiment where the piloting task was to land at

a specific point on the runway after accomplishing an aggressive side
step maneuver. The effect of the flying quality parameter -C. (equiva-

lent control system time delay) is seen to be significantly greater in

the more aggressive piloting task which, in fact, makes the difference

between meeting or not meeting the recommended minimum requirement for a

level of safety in Figure 2. The key point to be made here is that an

aggressive piloting task is required to reveal flying quality deficien-

cies that simply are not apparent during normal operation. Such rapid

degradations in flying qualities has been termed "flying quality

cliffs." A primary objective of the flight test guide should be to

interpret the FARs in such a way as to expose such flying quality

V cliffs.

TR-1178-1 9
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* USCTION III

BASIC Q)KCKPTS

A. STICK-FIXED AD STICK-FREX STATIC STAILITY

Static stability is positive when the variation in pitching moment
Swith angle of attack (dCm/dm or simply C-1) is negative. Note that as

long as the pitching moment variation with angle of attack is negative,

the aircraft will always return to its trim pitch attitude and hence its

trim airspeed after a disturbance. For conventional airplanes the major

contribution to m is from the horizontal tail. That is,

(C i -tail Stail(Cm tail = (CC tail I).
Stail F Swing

The change in (Cm)tail with wing angle of attack is obtained by taking

the derivative of Equation 1,

-(dCm datail Itail Stail (2)
dcwing)due to tail dawing 6 Swing

tail

The change in angle of attack of the tail and wing differs by the change

in downwash at the tail. From Figure 3,

dmwing 1 Zwing

\dcwing )due to E'tail dmwing E Swing

tail

The total C% is given as

CC")w+(c )+ (%) +." (4)i% ng + C%) tail + k/fuselage % flaps
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- Center of gravity location Xc4S' / /- Stick free neutral point, N.'" '

Stick fixed neutral point, NO I//FStick free maneuver point, Mol

Stick fixed maneuver point, M.

awing

'•~~~C9 X 0"N " _ ••=---- Elevator

Velocity,Vo Angle,Se

Downwosh
atoll awing-c Angle at

Toil,*

da tain
dawing dawIngQ

Figure 3. Basic Notation Used for Defining Static Stability

The term stick-fixed static and dynamic stability means that the tail

contribution to C was obtained with the elevator fixed. However, if

the elevator is not constrained it will tend to float trailing edge up

as the angle of attack is increased. The net effect of this is to

reduce in Equation 3. Since the tail provides most of the

stabilizing moment, (Equation 4), the effect of a floating elevator can

be substantial. (The details of this are given in Reference 10 on Pages

282-285). The term stick-free static and dynamic stability means that

the tail contribution to was obtained with the elevator allowed to

float (not constrained). Since the elevator nearly always tends to

float trailing edge up with increasing angle of attack, stick-free

static stability is generally less than stick-fixed static stability.

Moving the center of gravity aft tends to increase the destabilizing

moment due to the wing and to decrease the stabilizing effect of the

"tail. If all the C, effect& in Equation 4 are separated into aerody-

namic dependent and c.g. dependent terms, the following expression

results:

c CL,(Xcg - NO) (5)

TR-1178-1 12
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NO is called the neutral point, since neutral static stability resultsmovedh 'far er o'gh -N
when t e c.g. isd 'm'6ed iar aft-s6 tha xt g --- No (x;g~is always

nigatiqe). U"' thie elevat'6r is co'nseýtained, N0 is the ""s'tick-fixed
neutral point." Likewise, when the elevator is allowed to float, a

prime 14s addeid to ' te the ~stick-4ireeneutral point. That is,

~~~~CL • N:ý. •" . . . . : :)
i - ••.reo :: . . .,

12r~J ~r u~C8(6)

Note that N' would be calculated by using a lower value of (C ) in

Equation.3 and-tha~t it would -be~sma1~ler than N0. Hence, as:-the c.g. is
k0

"moved aft, ;ptick-free static stability normally goes to zero before

stick-fixed static stability. This is shown diagramatically in

Figure 3. The distance between the e.g. and NO is termed the "static

margin" and is usually given in percent of mean aerodynamic chord.

"The-.:phvsica-1 significance of stick-free static margin isr-that ,it not

only defincs, the. tendency ,of. the- aircraft to return to trim with.-the

elevator. unconstrained, but it also defines the force required to iuten-

i( tionally -hold-.the -a.£rcraft at some speed off trim.- More precisely, the

.relationship, beween stick-free static s(ability,. (C)free' and the

stick force gradient, with speed.-is given as:

dF ' Ce (%)
-- K K free 1 (7)
dV Gm% Vtrim 'e cI• Vtrim

where

,. . K Depends oni.control surface .gearing and
elevator wing geometry and weight (see
(Reference 10)

C " " 6  Is 'ihe elevator hinge moment due to
... elevator.d&ftection

.. .. ' .... Iss- the. aifrcraf t pitching, mocent due to
e elevator deflection. .

, Vi Is the trim airspeed

From Equation 7 it is clear that the gradient of stick force with speed

(dFs/dV) is a measure of the stick-free static margin (xcg -N') and

TR-1178-1 13
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hence (C) free (see Equation 6). This was most likely the basis for

requiring a stable stick force gradient in early flying quality specifi-

cations including the FARs. With the advent of augmentation it is pos-

sible to have zero or even negative static margin, i.e., (Ce)free

positive, and still have acceptable, and even desirable, pitch axis

handling qualities. Hence, the basis for stick force gradient require-
ments should be reconsidered to determine how they apply for augmented

aircraft.

The gradient of elevator position with speed (dMe/dV) is a measure

of static stick-fixed stability, i.e., (C)fixed is negative, when

dMe/dV is positive.*

Experience has shown that control force cues are more dominant than

control position cues. Hence, stick-free static stability is naturally

a better measure of aircraft flying qualities characteristics than

stick-fixed static stability. Furthermore, the physical impact of

stick-fixed static stability on the pilot is very obscure, since it is

not possible to constrain the elevator without feeling some force at the

control column (short of engaging the gust lock). For this reason, FAR

25.173 only requires limits on stick-free static stabilitv. Note that,

from Equation 7, the limit of 1/6 lb/kt is a direct limitation on

(xcg - N;)and hence the aft c.g. boundary.

Amendment 25-7 in the preamble to FAR Part 25 (Reference 11) con-
tains a discussion supporting the deletion of stick-fixed static stabil-

ity requirements. The primary argument in that discussion centers about

the fact that stick-fixed static stability is "unnecessary for minimum

safety" and tends to "dictate design." These conclusions were based on

comments by the Aerospace Industry Association and on experience gained

in the type certification of turbine-powered transport aircraft. These

conclusions are still valid. Furthermore, as will be shown subsequently

in this report, a requirement for stick-fixed static stability is inap-

propriate for augmented aircraft. That is, the elevator motions

*Positive elevator deflection is trailing edge down. ) 2

TR-1178-1 14
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£- required to provide artificial stability do not necessarily exhibit the

positive gradient (d6e/dV > 0) discussed above.

B. EFFECT OF CENTER OF GRAVITY WCATION
ON STATIC AND DIWAMIC STABILITY

The general degradation in flying qualities as the center of gravity 4

moves toward and behind its aft limit is certainly a well-documentated

and established fact. From a piloting standpoint, the aircraft pitch

ýtttitude response to control input tends to become progressively more

sluggish, making precise and rapid changes in aircraft attitude diffi-

cult, if not impossible. Furthermore, if left unattended, the aircraft

attitude does not return to trim as rapidly as it does at the forward

c.g. locations. In fact, when the center of gravity is at the stick-

free neutral point, there is no tendency for the attitude to return to

its original value after a disturbance, and hence "trim" ts essentially

undefined. The "sluggishness" of pitch attitude which tends to inter-

fere with rapid and precise control is associated with a simultaneous

degradation of static and dynamic stability as the center of gravity

moves aft. This behavior is discussed in some detail in the following

subsections. Subsequently, we will show that with stability augmenta-

tion it is possible to observe an apparent degradation in static stabil-

ity that is totally unrelated to the dynamic response of the aircraft.

I. Effect of Center of Gravity Location on Static Stability

One test for positive static stability is to perform a pulse column

input and to observe the steady state values of pitch attitude, angle of

attack, and airspeed. Positive static stability is defined when these

variables all return to trim (in the steady state) after the stick is

released. Figure 4 shows time histories of pitch attitude, angle of

*attack, and airspeed away from their trim values following a pitch pulse

for several values of center of gravity location. The typical range of

responses within the center of gravity envelope are indicated by Cases a

and b in Figure 4. FAR 25.173 requires that the airspeed must return to

within a specified p-ruent of the original trim speed after release of

TR-1178-1 15
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a - Angle of attack with respect to initial trimmed value
u - Airspeed change from initial trimmed value
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Figure 4. Eff eat of C.G. Location on Classical Aircraft Stick-Free
Response Characteristics (Same size and duration pulse

input for all cases)
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the control. While the scale in Figure 4 is not long enough to show
that the airspeed returns to trim, the fact that angle of attack and

attitude are returning to their trim values indicates that airspeed must

also follow suit.

Neutral static stability is defined when pitch attitude and angle of

attack do not return to "trim" and also do not diverge after the longi-

tudinal control is released (Case c in Figure 4). Actually, "trim" is
no longer defined, since the pitch attitude remains at whatever value it

drifts to after the pilot releases the controls. For a fixed value of

power, airspeed and pitch attitude always covary, that is, an increase

in pitch attitude will always result in a decrease In airspeed. Since

pitch attitude does not return to its original value, the airspeed will

also seek a new "trim" value consistent with the new pitch attitude. It
follows that since airspeed does not return to its initial "trim' value,

FAR Part 25.173b would be violated by Case c.
Negative static stability* is defined when pitch attitude continues

to diverge after the longitudinal control is released. This is illus-

trated in Case d in Figure 4. Notice that speed diverges exponentially

in this case. There is no question but that any instability is undesir-

able in terms of the pilot-centered requirements discussed in Section

I-B. In particular, the unattended operation characteristics are of

concern, since any lack of pilot attention to aircraft control will
result in a divergence. The question of how much negative static sta-

bility constitutes an unacceptable level of safety is particularly rele-

vant when considering the possibility of a failed augmentation system.

This is studied in detail in Section V.

In the strictest sense, negative static stability is undefined
since steady state values of pitch attitude and angle-of-attack cannot,
by definition, exist. However, it is common practice to refer to cases
when the c.g. is aft of the neutral point as having negative static
stability.
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2. Effect of Center of Gravity Location
on Dynamic Stability

In terms of the time response characteristics (for example, Fig-

ure 4), dynamic stability can be said to describe the way in which the

steady state is reached. Another way of looking at it is that dynamic

stability defines the short-term response, and static stability defines

the steady-state response following a disturbance or control input.

Looking at Figure 4, it can be seen that moving the center of gray-
ity aft does not affect the forced response of ?itch attitude appreci-

ably. That is, the initial slope of pitch attitude and angle of attack

(f irst one-half second) are about the same for Cases a, b, c, and d.

However, when at the forward center of gravity limit, the pitch attitude

stops increasing almost immediately upon removal of the control input

(Case a). As the center of gravity is moved aft, the pitch attitude

response tends to continue drifting up after the control is released.

Also, pitch attitude shows a tendency to "hang up" and return to trim

more slowly for aft center of gravity locations (compare Cases a and b).

The pilot sees this as a sluggish response requiring more attention.

Typical pilot comments for aircraft with aft center of gravity loadings

are "It wallows in turbulence" and "I cannot make rapid and precise

pitch attitude changes."

The dynamic response corresponding to neutral static stability

(Case c) is characterized by a very sluggish pitch response which con-

tinues to drift upward until reaching a steady value at about 4 sec

after removal of the control input. This is undesirable in that precise

attitude control becomes difficult. It is noteworthy that excessive

time to reach a steady attitude may be just as, if not more important

than the fact that attitude does not eventually return to trim. The

importance of this distinction will become more apparent when discussing

9_• rate-type attitude augmentation systems.

The dynamic and static responses are virtually not distinguishable

for aircraft with significant instabilities (Case d). In these cases

the instability dominates the response. As a general rule of thumb$ the
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time for the divergent airspeed to double amplitude can be used as a
k measure of whether or not the aircraft meets the minimum requirements

for a level of safety. Reference 6 utilizes a time to double amplitude

of 6 sec as a measure of acceptable (not desirable) flying qualities.

Analysis of data in the MIL Haldbook (Reference 6) indicates that utili-

zation of the time to double amplitude as a measure of satisfactory fly-

ing qualities may not be sufficiently discriminatory. More research in

this area is required.

3. Connection Between Dynamic and Static Stability

The Figure 4 example discussed above has shown that as static sta-

bility decreases due to an aft movement of the center of gravity, the

dynamic stability tends to be such that attitude responses become slug-

gish in a fairly predictable way. Hence, for classical airplanes the

requirement for static stability is to some extent an implicit require-

ment on the dynamic stability. Inasmuch as many of the pertinent sec-

tions of the FARs were written during a time when "classical airplanes"
were the state of the art, it can be seen why there is very little

emphasis on quantitative requirements for dynamic stability per se. It

will be shown in the next section that this may not be true for augmen-

ted aircraft. That is, it is possible to have a very desirable dynamic

response and, in fact, have zero static stability. It is therefore

necessary to establish what features of "static 3tability" are important

for defining the minimum requirements for a level of safety in FAR Part

25.173 for augmented aircraft. Based on the above discussion, the fol-
lowing pilot-centered requirements are associated with static stability

as defined by FAR Part 25.173:

0 As a prevention against large attitude and speed
excursions during periods of unattended operation
(FAR 25.173b).

* As a tactile speed cue (FAR Part 25.173c).

* * As a measure of the dynamic response required for 4
good closed , -lool control ,(kmplicit i- the classi-
cal simultaneous variation of dynamic and static

V-stability discussed above).
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Because of the above-noted factors there is considerably more atten- .

tion paid to static stability than to dynamic stability in FAR Part 25

and Part 23. For example, FAR Part 25.181, entitled Dynamic Stability,

specifies only that any short-period oscillation must be heavily damped

with the controls fixed and free. This requirement clearly depends on

the classical simultaneous degradation of static and dynamic stability

since details of the dynamic response characteristics are not defined

and specified, The long-period dynamic oscillation (termed the phugoid

oscillation in classical stability and control theory) is not covered by

this or any other requirement in Parts 25 or 23.

More recent flying qualities specifications, such as the Military

Flying Qualities Specification, Reference 5, have been more specific in

terms of required dynamic stability. This is done by identifying the

"characteristic response modes" of the aircraft and specifying limits to

the values of these modes consistent with some level of pilot workload,

usually defined by the Cooper-Harper rating scale discussed in Sec-

tion II. While it is not recommended that the FARs be expanded to

include such definitions at this time, an appreciation for the charac-

teristic modes of motion of augmented and unaugmented aircraft will be

of great value in expanding the Engineering Flight Test Guide to provide

for adequate airworthiness assessment flight testing. In this light,

let us consider the variation in the characteristic modes of a classical

aircraft as the center of gravity is moved from its forward limit to a

point aft of the stick-free neutral point as defined by the time

responses in Figure 4. The transfer function that relates the pitch

attitude response to a stick force input for such an aircraft is shown

in Equation 8:

Control Sensitivity

Pitch Attitude 0 MFs(s + I!T 1)(s + IIT 2 )= -- =(8)
Control Force Fs (s 2 + 2SpwwS + )(ss2 + 203pWspS +W•p)

Phugoid Mode Short-Period Mode
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"I/To, - Related to trim drag, Cdo

I/T 0 2 - Related to lift curve slope, CL,

* ~ ~Damping ratio

w - Frequency

s - Laplace operator

The numerator terms in Equation 8 (I/ToI and I/T 0 2 ) are called the

"zeros" of the transfer function. The denominator terms of Equation 8

are termed the "poles" of the transfer function and define shapes of the

characteristic responses to control inputs. Large values of the fre-

* quency term, w, indicate a very rapid pitch attitude response to a stick

input. Conversely, very small values of the frequency indicate a very

i- sluggish response to a stick input. The initial dynamic-response of the

classical aircraft is usually quite rapid and is termed the short-period

mode and denoted i in Equation 8. The phugoid mode, wp, is usually a

very small value, indicating that this mode occurs at very low fre-

quency. A classical aircraft, when given a rapid stick pulse, will

respond initially at the short-period mode with a sharp pitch rate fol-

lowed by very low-frequency oscillations which take several cycles to

damp out. These are illustrated in Figure 5, taken from Reference 13.

The initial response is characterized by the short-period mode, (sp

(Figure 5a) whereas the low-frequency oscillation is characterized by

the phugoid mode, w (Figure 5b). For the purpose of defining what are,

and what are not, acceptable dynamic response characteristics, limits

can be placed on the sluggishness or rapidity of the attitude response

by placing upper and lower bounds on W and 'sp Indeed, this is what

is done in MIL-F-8785C and the new 1IL Standard (References 5 and 6).

The number of cycles that occur before the mode is damped out following

the release of the control input is determined by the short-period and

phugoid damping ratios1 Ci p and rp, respectively. The relationship
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Figure 5. Time Response of Classical Unaugmented Aircraft
to a Pitch Control Pulse Input

between damping ratio and cycles to damp to a specified amplitude is

given by the following expressions:

in -natural log

Cx In x
2xr x -specified fraction of

initial amplitude;

4 damping ratio
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For example,

Xn .5 .l

Cycles to 1/2 amplitude - C1/2 2 -

Cycles to 1/10 amplitude - 2 .

Hence, it can be seen that the poles of the transfer function define the

characteristic response (frequency and damping) following a disturbance

or control input In the pitch axis. Inasmuch as the poles of the pitch

attitude transfer function uniquely define the motions of the aircraft

following a control input, their importance cannot be overemphasized.

It is common practice to plot the poles of the pitch attitude transfer

function on the complex plane as shown in Figure 6. While the mathemat-

ics of plotting poles and zeros on the complex plan can become somewhat

involved, it is sufficient for our purposes to note that the frequency

is represented by the distance from the origin to the position of the
pole and the damping ratio by the cosine of the angle between the pole

and the real axis, as shown in Figure 7. The forward c.g. case

described as Case a in Figure 4 is shown as Case a in Figure 6 as well.

This is typified by a large value of short-period frequency with moder-

ate damping and a low value of phugoid frequency that is lightly damped.

The corresponding time response is shown in Figure 5, where the short-

period is over very quickly and the phugoid occurs for a considerable

time thereafter at very low frequency. Case b in Figures 4 and 6 is

l4 indicative of an aft center of gravity. Here it is seen that the magni-

tude of the short-period frequency is considerably reduced, although the

damping ratio is in fact increased. Low values of short-period fre-

quency show up as a very sluggish pitch response, making precision
tracking difficult. For this reason, MIL-F-8785C places a lower

boundary on the short-period frequency.- Flight test experiments have

shown (see, for example, Reference -6) that the minimum value of short-

periwd,'frequency- isirelated to the 'l/Te2 zero. Lower limits that have

been established in the ppfoposed MIL Standard (Reference 6) are summa-

rized in Table I and could,- provide useful relative guidance material
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TABLE 1. GUIDANCE VALUES RELATED TO FAR 25.181 OR
FAR 23.181 (Taken from Reference 6 Para. 3.2.1.1)

Short period frequency: sp> 1.O/T 2  landing

Short period frequency: Csp > 0.8/T8 2  Cruise

Damping ratio of
short period 1.5 > 4sp > 0.30 landing and cruise

Damping ratio of phugoid ýp > 0

when determining compliance with the special objectives related to the

agency's minimum requirements for a level of safety as specified in FAR

25.181 and 23.181. The limits on short-period and phugoid damping

ratios from Reference 6 are also included in Table 1. A logical place

to include such recommended "rules of thumb" would be the Engineering

Flight Test Guide (FAA order 8110.8).

Case c in Figure 6 does not exhibit the classical separation between
the short-period and phugoid modes. In fact, these modes are really no

longer defined. This is indicative of the fact that the attitude

response to a control input has taken on a different characteristic

shape, as can easily be seen from the time response for Case c in

Figure 4. The response characteristics denoted by Case c have received

very little attention for classical aircraft inasmuch as the steady-

state response represents neutral static stability, (which does not meet

the minimum requirements for a level of safety in FAR 25.173). However,

it will be shown later that rate command augmentation produces steady 4

state response characteristics identical to those exhibited for Case c

in Figures 4 and 6 although the dynamic response is considerably more

rapid. Such characteristics have been found to be acceptable and even

desirable in a number of research flight test programs when the dynamic
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characteristics meet certain criteria. This subject will be further

k -pursued in Section IV of this report.

Instabilities in the time response are denoted by transfer function

poles that are in the "right half plane," that is, to the right of the

wJ-axis (Figure 7). The instability exhibited by Case d in Figure 4 is

also shbwn in Case d in Figure 6, where the unstable mode is seen to

exist on the real axis in the right half plane. A more detailed discus-

sion of the effect of the unstable mode is given in References 6

and 16.

In summary, the static and dynamic stabilities for classical air-

planes are seen to degrade simultaneously as the center of gravity is

moved aft. The degradation in static stability is easily measured from

the steady-state characteristics of the aircraft response to a control

input or from the force required to keep the aircraft from returning to

trim. The dynamic characteristics are noc so easily measured and

require consideration of the short-period frequency and damping to

define the initial response and the phugoid frequency and damping to

define the low-frequency dynamic stability. For classical airplanes,

the tendency of dynamic stability to be adequate as long as static sta-

bility satisfies the requirements of 25.173 is sufficient, and no

further requirements on short-term dynamic stability are necessary. The

lack of a requirement on phugoid stability is a deficiency in the FARs

for both augmented and unaugmented aircraft. In general, classical air-

planes exhibit a very predictable phugoid, wherein the frequency is

related to speed and the damping to the lift/drag ratio of the aircraft

as follows:

Phugoid frequency: W p /2 -Uo (9)
Phugold damping ratio: P U LID

However, the effects of control system friction and/or the incorrect

implementation of a downspring or bobweight can, and have, caused the

phugoid damping to become unstable.
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SICTIOII IV

EFFECT OF hJGf9WWZON OR STATIC AND DYAMIC STABILITY

As was discussed in Section I, there are significant performance

benefits which result from operation at values of the center of gravity

which are in the vicinity of the aircraft neutral point. These perform-

ance benefits accrue from two factors:

Reduction in tail size which reduces parasiteJ
drag and also has the effect of moving the neu-
tral point (N discussed in Section III)
forward. 0

* Rearward shift in center of gravity motivated by
the desire to minimize the download at the tail
allowing operation at reduced angles of attack,
i.e., minimum trim drag.

Aircraft utilizing these factors to improve operating efficiency have
been termed relaxed static stability (RSS) aircraft. For example, see

References 2, 3, and 4. As was shown in Section III, a degradation in

both static and dynamic stability naturally occurs for RSS aircraft

which therefore require some type of stability augmentation. Clearly it

would be deoireable to expand the engineering flight test guide to

include the detailed information necessary to perform the airworthiness

assessment for certification flight testing of relaxed static stability

aircraft. The intention of this section is to provide background infor-

mation on current and future augmentation systems envisioned for both

Part 23 and Part 25 aircraft.

A. FUNCTIONAL 0AVC12USTICS OF TWPICAL
STABILIT AUJ0(NTORS

The words stability augimentation have been used to mean a variety of

things. In this report, stability augmentation refers to any device

which modifies the feel characteristics and/or the aircraft responses to

piloted control. A generic block diagram which encompasses all types of
stability augmentation is shown in Figure 8. The dashed box in Figure 8
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denotes an active stability augmentor, meaning that the aircraft

response characteristics are a result of sensing certain flight vari-

ables and feeding them back to the control surfaces. In the example

shown, the flight variable is pitch rate, q which is fed to the aircraft

elevator, 6e" An example of active stability augmentors used in current

Part 25 aircraft are yaw dampers, where yaw rate or lateral acceleration

is fed to the rudder actuator. To the best knowledge of the authors,

there are no current Part 23 or Part 25 aircraft that utilize active

stability augmentors for the pitch or roll axis. However, it is very

likely that the next generation turbojet transport aircraft will utilize

active stability augmentation (see for example, References 2, 3, and 4).

The "G-terms" shown in Figure 8 represent electrical shaping of the

input, feedforward, and feedback signals which are fed to the aircraft's

actuators. As shown by the simple expressions below the block diagram

in Figure 8, the aircraft pitch response to pilot stick force command,

(q/Fs) can be totally determined by the nature of the input and feedback

shaping networks if a "tight feedback loop" (GaGf >> 0) is utilized.

This means that, at least in theory, basic aerodynamics no longer play

an important role in the flying qualities of the aircraft. This concept

is currently being used by Lockheed in a NASA sponsored simulator study

involving an L1011 with center of gravity loadings aft of the neutral

point. Their approach has been to utilize optimal control techniques to

develop a feedback (Gf) and feedforward (Gi) structure that makes the

aircraft response invariant to e.g. location. In the Lockheed study,

pitch rate, normal acceleration, and airspeed signals are fed back and

Gi/Gf are set so that the augmented short period and phugoid modes are
4i

always in a desirable location. A logical choice would be to use the

phugoid and short period frequency and damping corresponding to a nomi-

nal e.g. location (say 25 percent MAC) as a reference value. Then, to

the pilot, the aircraft response to control inputs always looks like

that of an aircraft loaded so that the c.g. is at 25 percent MAC. Pre-

liminary piloted simulation results being obtained by Lockheed have

shown that this results in constant pilot ratings of 3 or better for a

very wide range of c.g. locations including values aft of the neutral

point.
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Experience with highly augmented fighter aircraft has shown that

while the ability to shape the response characteristics is indeed very

desireable, the active stability augmentation system can !ntroduce prob-

lems of its own. It is therefore important when flight testing such

aircraft to understand the exact nature of these problems in order to
determine the minimum requirements for a level of safety. An example of

this is given in the discussion at the end of Section II and in Fig-

ure 2.

Aircraft that utilize high authority stability augmentors are the

F-14, F-18, B-i, and the Concord. The Space Shuttle and F-16 are exam-

ples of aircraft using full authority active stability augmentation

systems.

The feel system block in Figure 8 is required any time an irrever-

sible flight control system is utilized and is not necessarily associ-

ated with active stability augmentation. For example, current day

transports which typically utilize hydraulic irreversible flight control

systems would be represented in Figure 8 as Gf = 0 and Ga = Gi = 1*

That is to say that "augmentation" of a current day transport consists

of a feel system block only. This is discussed in iore detail in the

following subsection.
/

The type of augmentation used is strongly influenced by whether the

control system is reversible or irreversible. Examples of typical con-

trol systems are shown in Figure 9. Figure 9a illustrates a fully

reversible control system wherein the aerodynamic hinge moments on the

elevator are transmitted directly to the pilot stick via cables and

linkage. This type of mechanization is typical of Part 23 aircraft.

Figure 9b illustrates a servo tab operated control wherein motions of

the pilot stick moves a tab on the back of the elevator which in turn

creates a moment about the elevator hinge line. Hence the only force

fed back to the pilot's control is that created by hinge moments of the

tab. Such control systems for all practical purposes may be considered

to be irreversible. This type of control system is used on some Part 25

aircraft such as the DC-9, DC-9-80 and Boeing 707, Most Part 25 air-

A:. craft utilize an irreversible hydraulically powered control system such
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w Pilots Stick Force Aerodynamic Surface Load

<ZFarce Feedback O- inge!Momentn

a) Reversible Control System
(typical part 23 afrcraft)

Scd

Pilot's Stick Force Sa

- elevator

Force feedback
only due to tab

b) Servo Tob operated Elevator
(typical part 23 and some part 25 aircraft)

No Stick Force

No Force Feedback Hinge Moment

No Stick Force Reocticii

c) Irreversible Yydraulic Control System
(typical Part 25 aircraft)

A Figure 9. Oeneric Represenatation of Reversible and
Irreversible Flight Control Systems
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as illustrated in Figure 9c. In this case there is no force feedback to

( -the stick and motions of the cockpit controller only move a servo valve

which in turn utilizes hydraulic pressure to move the aerodynamic con-

trol surfaces. Some aircraft such as the Boeing 727 use a combination

of irreversible hydraulic and servo tab operated controls. The irrever-

sible hydraulic system is usually primary with a servo tab or "aero

boosted" controls acting as the backup flight control system. The Boe-

ing 727 utilizes a dual irreversible hydraulic control system which is

backed up by a single servo tab or aero boost.

The type of augmentation system employed tends to be a strong func-

tion of whether the control system is reversible or irreversible. The

vatious types of augmentation associated with reversible and irrever-

sible flight control systems is summarized in Figure 10. In the follow-

ing subsections we shall briefly discuss each of the augmentation

schemes listed'in Figure 10 as they relate'to airworthiness flight test-

ing for compliance with PAR Part 23 and Part 25.

B. ACTIVE AUGMEUTAION RVURSIBIK FLIGHT COUTROL SYSTEMS

1. Reversible Flight Control Systems

For all practical purposes there are no reversible flight control

systems found on large turbo jet aircraft. However, there are some

executive jets certified under Part 25 which utilize reversible flight

control systems such as the Lear. Active augmentation on such aircraft

is very difficult if not impossible due to the problems with implement-

ing a series servo in a reversible flight control system* There are

some light aircraft which utilize parallel servos for yaw damping. This

Definitions:

Series servo: A servo which moves the aircraft control surfaces
without any apparent motion of the cockpit controls* It is connected to
the control system "in series" and may be thought of as an extensible
link.

Parallel servo: A servo which moves the entire control system
(cockpit controls plus aerodynamic aurfaces) at the same time.
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results in the rudder pedals moving as the aircraft regulaLes against

disturbances, a feature which probably would be very objectionable in

the pitch or roll controls, but goes essentially unnoticed in the rudder

pedals. The flight test guide for Part 23 (FAA order 8110.7) should

contain guidance relating to the force required to override the rudder

servo during landing approach. If these forces are sufficiently low,

there seems to be no reason to turn off the yaw damper during the final

approach and landing where it is needed the most.

Autopilots are also listed as an active augmentation system for

reversible controls, However because of the fact that auto pilots uti-

lize parallel servos (which move the cockpit controls), they cannot be

considered as augmentation in the true sense of the word. The reason

for this is that the motions of the cockpit control due to auto pilot

feedbacks make it essentially impossible to simultaneously "hand fly"

the airplane. Flight test experimu•nts utilizing parallel servos for

augmentation have verified this conclusion (see for example,

Reference 14).

C C. PASSIV AW ATION -- MBVSIJL MLIGH OOWRIOL SYSTEM

The passive augmentation devices typically used on reversible flight

control systems are listed in Figure 10. Inasmuch as reversible flight

control systems are not practical on large aircraft (due to extreme

hinge moments), the discussion in this section is primarily oriented

towards Part 23 aircraft as well as some executive jets that utilize

reversible flight control systems such as the Lear. Unfortunately*

there appears to be a myth circulating about that passive augmentation

devices are "band-aids" that are necessary only because of inadequate

aerodynamic design practice. In actuality, it is not possible to design

an airplane with satisfactory handling qualities at the extreme limits

of the foreward and aft c.g. travel except for the most restrictive

cases, ioe., two place airplanes. The problem with passive augmentation

of reverdible flight control system has historically been with improper

implementation as opposed to some fundamental drawback of the augmentor

itself. In most cases, passive augmentation devices are utilized to
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meet the static stability requirements of paragraphs .171 and .173.

These paragraphs are basically requirements on stick free static stabil-

ity, and as such address only the steady-state characteristics. The

short term open loop dynamic characteristics of the airplane are covered

by FAR Part 23.181 and 25.181. However, long term dynamic stability is

not covered anywhere in FAR Part 23 or Part 25. This is a very signifi-

cant oversight in that it allows the possibility of designing a down-

spring or bobweight which allows the aircraft to satisfy the static sta-

bility requirements of Paragraph .173 at the expense of long term

dynamic stability.

1. Dowaspring

The effect of a downspring is to increase the frequency and decrease

the damping of the phugoid mode. This can result in aircraft which have

a divergent phugoid mode which exists at a high enough frequency to

directly affect the ability of the pilot to control the aircraft. Mech-

anizations have occurred where a variable rate downspring system was

utilized so that it pulled the wheel forward at the command of an angle

of attack vane. The system was mechanized in this way because the air-

craft could not meet the FAR 23.173 requirement at speeds below certain

cruise values. As discussed in Reference 15, pilots indicated that the

aircraft utilizing this type of mechanization had a "wildly divergent"

phugoid during operation in the high power climb mode. Variable stabil-

ity flight tests were accomplished on Calspan's B-26 research aircraft

to simulate the flying qualities of mechanizations like these. Sample

pilot comments from that experiment (when simulating the aircraft at the

aft e.g. limit) are excerpted from Reference 15 below.

0 Pilot. No. 1: Clearly not satisfied with speed
and attieude cbrtrol. H igh workload.

* Pilot No. 2: High workload; Stability problem in
pitch; commercial operator would not be satisfied
wita pitch. Unsatisfactory.

0 Pilot No. 3: Unstable in airspeed; hard to fly.
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These pilot comments from the variable stability experiment (com-

(. bined with other comments indicating a very divergent phugoid) suggest

that these types of passive augmentation mechanizations can provide

overall degraded flying qualities. However, it should be emphasized

that one could successfully meet paragraph .173 with these types of

mechanizations. The main point of this example is that the lack of a

requirement on long term dynamic stability can result in augmentation

schemes which are designed to improve static stability, but actually

degrade the overall flying qualities significantly.

In light of the above discussion, consider the effect of a down-

spring on the phugoid mode for Case b (aft e.g. limit) for the example

aircraft used in Figures 4 and 6. As shown in Figure 11, increasing the

downspring causes the phugoid to increase in frequency while moving into

the right-half plane. Physical interpretation of this (see Figure 7) is

that the aircraft will experience a low to mid-frequency divergent

oscillation. Experience with flying qualities has shown that pilots can

easily damp a divergent oscillation at very low frequency such as the

phugoid on most classical aircraft. However, as the frequency of the

divergent oscillation increases, the pilot's ability to cope' with it

HNA= Elevator hinge moment
due to downspring

2

Oownspring has JW

very little effect
on short period

X sp increasing size

15ft-lb of downspring

HNA= 15 ft-lb
WP

2 1j
0T8 To,

Figure 11. Effect of Increasing Downspring
bn the Phugoid Mode
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degrades rapidly. Strong evidence of this pilot rating trend is given )

in Reference 16 where it is shown that VSTOL pilots were willing to

accept rather large instabilities as long as the frequency of the

unstable mode was kept below 0.5 rad/sec.

For most aircraft, the size of the downspring required to meet Para-

graph .173 is relatively small and does not have an appreciable effect

on the phugoid mode. It is only in extreme cases that the phugoid

characteristics will be modified to the extent shown in Figure 11. How-

ever. the example quoted above is evidence that such a divergence can

occur in practice and that a requirement for long term dynamic stability

is indeed necessary.

The need for a requirement on long term dynamic stability in Part 23

and Part 25 should not be viewed as having the effect of eliminating or

minimizing the use of passive augmentation devices. Rather, such a

requirement will simply insure that passive augmenters will be properlyI• implemented. As discussed above, passive augmenters are not engineering

"band-aids" but rather an integral part of the airframe-control system

design necessary to achieve the center of gravity envelopes required for

maximum utility. In this light, some specific design features of down-

springs are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Consider first the effect of the downspring in the phugoid mode as

shown in Figure 11. The shaded box labeled HNA - 15 ft-lb indicates the

modified location of the phugoid and short period roots if a downspring

which resulted in a net elevator hinge moment of 15 ft-lb were utilized

(HNA indicates a "non-aerodynamic" hinge moment). The effect of this

fairly hefty downspring is seen to be negligible on the short period

root (as would be expected) and to modify the phugoid mode, a relatively

small amount; certainly -not enough to noticeably affect the aircraft

"flying qualities. To put things in perspective, it would require a

downspring of about 100 to 160 ft/lbs to drive the phugoid mode into the

unstable right half plane in the example shown in Figure 11. The point

being that for the majority of cases, the use of a downspring to improve

longitudinal control feel at the ift center of gravity locations will

have a very small effect on the long term dynamic stability. -
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The use of a downspring to improve the flying qualities at the aft

c.g. limit has in many cases resulted in very poor flying qualities at

the forward c.g. limit due to extreme stick forces. Examples of such

aircraft can be found in many of the six and eight place single and twin

engine aircrafts certified under Pait 23. These very large forces are

mo3t noticeable during flare and touchdown. Experience has shown that

precision touchdowns are nearly impossible when operating with such

extremely large stick force gradients inasmuch as the effect is ampli-

fied by the decreased elevator effectiveness which occurs in the pres-

ence of the gzomd plane. While it is not currently evident as to the

exact rationtle utilized to ensure meeting some standard of acceptable

"" Atick f.-rce requirements, this situation could be a good candidate area

to be izzrcved with appropriate updated guidance in Paragraph .143,

Engineering Fight Test Guide.

2. Bobweights

Bobweights are generally included in the flight control systems to

improve the steady-state maneuvering stability or stick force per g. It

should be emphasized that the stick force per g measurements are taken

in steady accelerated flight such as a steady turn or a constant pitch
rate pullup. Actually, Part 25 does not have a requirements on stick
force per g, whereas Part 23 does (23.155). It is not clear why Part 25
does not require maneuvering stability. Nonetheless, manufacturers of
Part 25 aircraft invariably check for adequate maneuvering stability and

utilize bobweights where such stability is "deficient." It should also

be noted that a bobweight also improves the stick force vs. speed gradi-
ent by virtue of the fact that it produces a non-aerodynamic hinge moment

about the elevator hinge line.

While the basic intent of the bobweight is to augment static maneu-
vering stability*, incorrect implementation can have adverse effects for
short-term dynamics. Dynamic problems which occur as a result of the

Static maneuvering stability refers to the fact that the normal

acceleration is 'relatively constant.

39
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implementation of a bobweight are somewhat insidious in that they do not

effect the basic aircraft '?sponse characteristics, i.e., the response
to an elevator pulse or step. Instead, the bobweight problems usually

show up as a problem with aircraft feel characteristics; generally a

tendency towards "stick force lightening." Such stick force lightening

can result from the use of a bobweight in conjunction with an aerody-

namically balanced elevator or a bobweight which is located too far aft.

Such problems usually manifest themselves as a tendency towards pilot

induced oscillations or pitch bobbling in tight tracking situations.

They have occured on numerous military aircraft starting with P-63A up

through the A4D, F-4, and T-38A. As a result of these problems, the

military flying qualities specification places a limit on the amount of

phase lead that can exist between elevator position and elevator force.

A detailed description of this phenomenon and of the military flying

qualities specification used to prevent such problems, is given in Ref-

erence 16, pages 135 through 159.

In order to account for the pilot induced oscillation tendencies

that can occur due to the implementation of a bobweight, specific guid-

ance should be included in Paragraph 143 of the engineering flight test

guide. In particular, the words "safely, controllable, and maneuver-

able" contained in Paragraph 25.143 and 23.143 need to be interpreted

utilizing flight test maneuvers that would expose any tendency toward

stick force lightening and/or pilot induced oscillations. The possibil-

ity of utilizing FAR Paragraph .181 (dynamic stability) to cover this

problem was considered. However the wording of FAR Paragraph .181 does

not include the effects of piloted control, and hence would not address

the deficiency. Ir the long term, perhaps the best solution would be to

formulate a requirement -speclficdily oriented towards assuring against

undesirable stick force lightening and the consequent pilot induced

oscillations.

3. Elevator Tabs

The effective elevator hinge moments can be modified by means of

geared tabs. As discussed above and shown in Figure 9b, the cockpit
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control can be attached directly to the tab which in turn drives the

• •elevator.

The primary safety concern with the use of tabs centers about

flutter which is covered in other partq of the FARs.

D. ACVI MARcMU ~LOW - XRUVWSIJL 1L M ON L SYSTUS

This section will concentrate, in some detail, on the discussion of

the application of stability augmentation to relaxed static stability

(RSS) aircraft. The potential for the utilization of such aircraft in

the not too distant future has already been discussed in Section I of

this volume and is discussed at some length in Volume II. A significant

portion of the research reported herein was devoted to analysis for

establishing the so called minimum requirement for a level of safety for

highly augmented RSS aircraft. The technical details of the analysis

are the subject of Volume II. In this section, an overview is presented

with just enough technical detail to provide the reader with sufficient

background to develop a program for modification of the FAA Engineering

( Flight Test Guide (Reference 1) and possibly pertinent sections of the

FAR's themselves, where necessary.

1. Generic Charaq~erstice of 'Pitoh A#* huW&;tý;A~

The potential performance benefits to be gained by the use of

relaxed static stability airframes stabilized with full-time augmenta-

tion type Flight Control Systems (FCS) systems has been considered for

many years. However, it has only been in the last few years that full-

time, high-authority, high-gain stability augmentation systems have

become feasible for operational use due to maturing of the technology

and concommitant improvements in reliability. The advent of operational

RSS aircraft such as the F-16 fighter and the Space Shuttle opens the

door to general use of FCS significantly different from previous stabil-

ity augmentation systems. Once the decision is mcde to operate with

relaxed static stability, a unique primary requirement is introduced

into the design of the stability augmentation system, i.e. it must sta-

bilize the unstable real short-period p6le shown in Case d of Figure 6.
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2. LUited vs. Full Authority Aumentors

In cases where only minor modifications to the aircraft stability is

required, a limited authority SAS may be more appropriate than the high

gain full authority augmentation systems discussed in Volume II of this

report. For example, if in the case of relaxed static stability air-

craft the static margin remains positive but small, it may be possible

to stabilize the aircraft to acceptable values with only a limited

authority pitch damper. Such a mechanization is shown in Figure 12a.

The total elevator travel in a limited authority SAS is driven by two

servos; the parallel servo via the mechanical path and the series servo

via the electrical path. The mechanical path (Figure 12a) allows full

elevator travel (+10 to -15 degrees in this example) whereas the elec-

trical path is limited to only a L4 deg of elevator. The important dis-

tinction here is that a hardover failure of the series servo will
involve only 4 deg of elevator and will probably not result in a cata-

strophic divergence in aircraft pitch attitude. However, airworthiness

assessment flight tests conducted for the certification of such a system

must involve simulated hardover failure of this series servo at critical

points in the flight envelope to determine the ability of the pilot to

recover from such failures. As discussed in Section V, the results of

such hardover testing will determine if the SAS is an "essential" or

"critical" function (defined in Section V). Guidelines for such flight

testing should be very specific in the engineering flight test guide.

Consider now a typical full authority augmentor as shown in Fig-

ure 12b. Notice that there is no longer a parallel servo and that the

full travel of the elevator motion is commanded via the series servo.

It should be noted that series servos isolate the aircraft control sur-

face from the cockpit control so that the complex elevator motions

required for stability augmentation are not reflected into the cockpit

controls. Hence stability augmentation loops always involve a series

servo, In the case of a full authority augmentation system, the series

servo saturation limits are identical to full travel of the aircraft

control surface. It can be seen that hard over failures of a series )
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servo would be catastrophic and hence, there is a need for sufficient

redundancy to make the hard over .failure extremely improbable. Such

systems are frequently termed "fly-by-wire" because there is no direct

link between the cockpit controls and the aircraft control surfaces.

There is a nonsiderable amount of controversy centered about the use of

a fly-by-wire, full authority augmentation system on a commercial trans-

port. Opponents of such a scheme point out that even though the proba-

bility of simultaneous failure of all four redundant channels is

extremely remote, it nonetheless does exist and therefore constitutes an

unacceptable risk. Those in favor of the scheme propose a highly redun-

dant flight control system with an extremely reliable backup (dissimi-

lar) flight control system. This concept was proposed by Boeing in the

development of a commercial supersonic transport where the backup flight

control system was refered to as a "hardened SAS". We should also note

that in the recently completed Energy Efficient Transport studies, all

three contractors proposed a full authority, fly-by-wire flight control

system (see References 2, 3, and 4). Clearly, the concept of a hardened

SAS as a, dissimilar, backup flight control systpm would have to be

adequately demonstrated before certification of such an aircraft could

be even considered. However, it seems pertinent to begin considerations

of such backup flight control systems in the flight test guide at this

time so as to be in a position to evaluate manufacturer's proposals for

future transport aircraft.

Finally, in Figure 12c, the typical current day transport flight

control system is shown. This consists typically of a fully powered,

irreversible hydraulic servo (parallel servo) wherein the cockpit con-

trol simply operates the servo valves. A force feel system is included

to provide "conventional control feel" for the pilot. This is discussed

in more detail in Section IV-E.

3. Augmentation Possibilities for Relaued
Static Stability Aircraft

As noted above, the first requirement for a relaxed static stability

augmentation system is stabilization of the unstable real short-period
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root. As noted in Section III, the primary physical cause of this

- .(instability is a positive value of the pitching moment due to angle-of-

attack derivative, C %* Consequently, an obvious approach to stabiliza-

tion would be to augment Cm by feeding back measured angle-of-attack to

the elevator. While in theory this would give a "natural" or conven-

tional flying qualities characteristic to the aircraft, there are cer-

tain practical problems in implementing such systems. Primary among

these is the difficulty measuring angle-of-attack and filtering out the
effects of turbulence. While the very nature of feedback augmentation

tends to make the response to control inputs insensitive to variations

in the vehicle dynamics, biases and noise in the feedback path, in par-

ticular those introduced by the angle-of-attack sensor, are not simi-

larly desensitized and thus high-quality measurements are critical.

Furthermore, there is a need Co generate a reference angle of attack for

the system, which will vary with weight, c.g., and flight condition.
J1

These problems and others discussed in more detail in Volume IU have led

flight control system designers to consider alternative systems which '1
may produce somewhat "unconventional" response characteristics.

A family of flight control systems of particular interest for RSS

aircraft are those based on measurement of pitch attitude and/or pitch

rate fed back to the elevator. An obvious precedent for such systems is

the "conventional" pitch damper, in which pitch rate, sensed by a rate
gyro, is fed back to elevator. Pitch rate gyros have less bh .re prob-

lem with noise or gust sensitivity as compared to angle-of-attack sen-

sors. Since the reference pitch rate is always zero, at least in non-

turning flight, the problem of finding a system reference condition is
not nearly as complex as for an angle-of-attsck sensor.

Conventional pitch dampar systems augment the airframes intrinsic
"pitching-moment-due-to-pitch-rate" stability derivative, Uhich in turn

helps to damp the short-period motions. The vehicle dynamiue are other-

wise still largely dominated by the basic airframe aerodynamic and iner-

tial characteristics. However, if the gain of a pitch damper system
were increased sufficiently, the basic airframe dynamics would be

further suppressed, and the system would approach a "pitch rate command
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system." That is, over a wide frequency range, the aircraft would be

forced by the pitch rate feedback to follow a pitch rate command propor-

tional to the stick deflection. Such systems have desirable character-

isttcs for closed-loop manual control and tend to reduce the instability

of an RSS, aircraft i.e., reduce the time to double amplitude of the

unstable root. However, it can never (for finite gain) create a neutral

or stable system and in this sense would not meet the requirements of

the Federal Aviation Regulations as presently stated.

Complete stabilization can be accomplished by feeding pitch atti-

tude, 0, to elevator. This creates an artificial "pitching-moment-due-

to-pitch-attit&e" stability derivative for which there is no precedent

in conventLional aircraft dynamits, In effect, this feedback puts a

"spring" between the aircraft pitch attitude and the horizon reference

in place of the 1 "spring" between a conventional aircraft and its

velocity vector. Mechanization of such a system requires a vertical

gyro or inertial measurement unit (IMU) to provide the pitch attitude

signal and the horizontal reference plane and a successful system would

be combined with a pitch rate-to-elevator loop to provide damping.

In light of the above discussion, two generic augmentation schemes

involving pitch attitude, 8, and pitch rate, q, are presented in Fig-

are 13. The basic characteristics of each augmentation scheme are sum-

marized below the block diagrams. It is noted in Figure 13 that some

* pitch attitude feedback is required to drive the unstable root (Case d,

Figure 6) into the left half plane. However, a reasonably tight pitch

rate closure (Figure 13a) drives the unstable root very close to the

origin and hence the instability occurs at a very low frequency. Physi-

cally, this means that noticeable effects of the divergence would occur

very slowly and a long time after a control ioput. Most likely, the

pilot wouid be enable to distinguish such a divergence from turbulence

or inadvertent control inputs. Much like a conventional lightly damped

phugoid, it would be somewhat of a nuisance if the pilot were to manu-

ally fly the aircreft for a long period of time.

Consider now the time response characteristics of the aircraft with

neutral static stability (Case A in Figure 14) as compared to an air-
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craft with pitch rate augmentation (Case B in Figure 14). The pitch

attitude and airspeed responses to a pulse column input are seen to

exhibit similar shapes, i.e., there is no tendency to return to trim and

hence the stick force gradient, dFs/dV - 0 in both cases (compare A and

B in Figure 14). However, to the pilot, the responses are drastically

different in that the rate augmented pitch response is sharp and precise

(Case 3 in Figure 14) whereas the unaugmented aircraft with neutral

static stability has a very sluggish attitude response (case A in Fig-

-re 14). The key distinction to be made here is that static stability

is not a valid measure of the quality of the dynamic pitch response for

augmented aircraft. Hence we must re-evaluate the necessity of a nega-

tive stick force gradient on its own merit; a subject which is covered

in the following subsection and in Volume II. The issue is an important

one because of its implication on the validity of FAR Paragraph 23.173

and 25.173 for certain types of-highly augmented aircraft.

Consider now the use of attitude feedback to obtain an attitude com-

mand system as shown in Figure 13b. The response of such a system looks

very much like a conventional aircraft in almost every respect, i.e.,

the attitude response is crisp and the aircraft returns rapidly to its

trim value (Figure 14D) thereby having positive effective static stabil-

ity (dFs/dV < 0). Unlike conventional aircraft with good static margin,

the attitude command augmentor also critically damps the phugoid mode.

Comparison of the time histories C and D in Figure 14 illustrates these
points, i.e., the attitude responses are crisp in both cases, the air-

craft returns to trim in both cases, and the attitude augmentation cri-
tically damps out the phugoid oscillation. One "unnatural" tendency of
an attitude augmented aircraft is the necessity for the pilot to retrim

after an attitude change, even if speed is held constant with power.

One NASA pilot commented adversely on this characteristic in the moving

base simulawor experiment of Reference 18. His primary objection

centered about excessive trimming on the ILS approach. However, the

primary disadvantage of attitude augmentation is the necessity for an

attitude gyro in addition to the rate gyro. When redundancy require-

ments are considered, the cost of such a system can be very high.
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The system mechanization can be simplified by computtng pitch attt- )
tude from integration of pitch rate from the rate gyro, thus eliminating

the need for a vertical gyro or IMU, i.e., 0 f Jq dt in level flight.

This system needs only a simple turn coordination provision to account

for the non-zero body-axis pitch rate in a steady turn. One possible

mechanization of a q, fq + 6 e augmentation system, shown in Figure 15*.

This system provides feedback of q and attitude computed as the integral

of pitch rate thereby eliminating the need for a pitch attitude gyro.

Because the pilot's command, 6 col, is inserted downstream of the inte-

grator (i.e., the integrator is in the feedback loop) the system will

tend to force the aircraft to follow pitch attitude commands, ec, which

are proportional to stick force, F8 -

Practical use of the above system would require provision for an

attitude reference and there are potential problems with attitude drift

due to integration of sensor noise. An alternative mechanization, shown

in Figure 16, solves these problems. The feedback structure of the

"pitch rate command system" of Figure 16 is identical of that of the

pitch attitude command system of Figure 15 and stabilizes the unstable

short-period root in exactly the same manner. The systems differ in the

way the pilot's command input is inserted into the system. In the pitch

rate command system the integrator is now in the forward loop, down-

stream of the pilot's input. Thus, the pilot's stick force (or equiva-

lently deflection) produces a proportional pitch rate command from which

the actual measured pitch rate is subtracted to form an error signal

that is fed through the forward loop compensation (proportional and

integral paths) to the elevator. Thus, for sufficiently high gain, this

system will cause the aircraft to follow the commanded pitch rate, qc,

independent of aircraft dynamics over a wide frequency range. There is

no requirement for a pitch attitude reference with this mechanization

and hence it is more practical than the Figure 15 system. In fact, two

q, f q + ae refers to 'the use of pitch rate (q) and integral of
pitch rate (f q) in the control law. Note that the integral of pitch )
rate looks like pitch attitude in wings level flight.
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examples of highly augmented aircraft currently flying, the F-16 and )
Space Shuttle both utilize the Figure 16 mechanozation. The rioeponse

characteristics of this system are very similar to the generic pure rate

augmentor of Figure 13a. That is, the dynamic pitch response will be

rapid and well damped and the apparant static stability will be zero,

i.e., dFs/dV - 0. The implications of this are discussed in the follow-

ing subsection.

4. Stick Force vs. Speed Gradient

Experience has shown that ,the transition between a conventional air-

craft and one with rate command augmentation (and hence, zero stick

force gradient) can be accomplished without any significant problems for

the majority of pilots. In terms of actual aircraft control, a good

rate command augmentor is, in most cases, superior to conventional

unaugmented aircraft for the following reasons:

0 The aircraft tends to be very stable in turbulence.

* Controlled element (aircraft) is K/s-like (i.e., looks
like a pure integrator) in the region of piloted control
and therefore is ideal for closed-loop control. (See
Ref. 13.)

0 The pitch dynamics are not sensitive to changes in center
of gravity variations.

The neutral speed characteristics of a rate command augmentor do

however result in a requirement for unconventional piloting techniques

in the landing flare. More specifically, as a conventional aircraft

approaches touchdown, increasing back pressure on the column is usually

required to increase the pitch attitude as necessary to arrest the sink

rate and to counter the nosedown pitching moment due to decreasing air-

speed and the change in downwash at the tail due to ground effect.

These last two effects tend to increase very rapidly near touchdown,

which accounts for the usual large increase in required back pressure.

For a pitch rate command system, (Figure 16) the augmentation automati-

cally counters the effect of decreasing airspeed and changing downwash

at the tail so that small pulses on the control column are all that is
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required to effect an increase in attitude to arrest the sink rate.

During an FAA sponsored series of tests on the Ptinceton University

Variable Stability NAVION, it was found that most pilots tended to over-

rotate the rate augmented configurations in the landing flare. In

conventional aircraft, such an overrotation requires a lessening of the

back pressure to decrease pitch attitude. However, for rate augmented

configurations, a decrease in pitch attitude requires a u2sh on the con-

trol column which is extremely unnatur;al for pilots trained and experi-

enced on conventional aircraft. Nonetheless, all the pilots that parti-

cipated in the Princeton experiment were able to consistently land in

the designated touchdown zone with the pitch rate command augmented sys-
tem after about 3 or 4 trials. Thus, it appears that while the tech-
nique is different, it is not difficult to learn. This conclusion has

been supported during a number of experiments which are summarized

below.

0 Several of the short takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft
that have been tested at NASA/Ames Research Center have
utilized rate command augmentation. The research pilots
that have participated in this program are thoroughly con-
vinced that rate command is a viable way to fly and that
the concomitant neutral speed stability is not a problem.

-~3

* The Space Shuttle utilizes a rate command system and has a
neutral stick force vs. speed gradient. The pilots ini-
tially objected to the neutral speed stability; however,
as they gained experience with the system, this character-
istic seemed to have little or no effect on the pilot

-: ratings.

.t0 Perhaps the most extensive study of pitch rate command
systems including the impact of a neutral stick force vs.
speed gradient is the research of Mooij and others at the
National Aerospace Laboratory of The Netherlands, Refer-
ences 20-27. Specifically, References 24 and 25 analyzed

S-approach and landing with three levels of stick force vs.
speed gradient: zero, -0.2, and -0.5 lb/kt. The results
of this flight experiment which involved a medium jet
transport are summarized in Figure 17. A review of this
figure indicates that a change in stick force gradient

4 from zero to -0.2 lb/kt has very little effect on either
the pilot ratings or performance. Further increasing the
stick force gradient (negatively) to -0.5 lb/kt results in
a degradation in both pilot ratings and performance.
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0 The F-16 utilizes a full authority rate command augmenta-
tion system. However, an angle of attack feedback is
engaged in the power approach flight condition to provide
a stable stick force gradient. Extensive flight testing
has been performed over the past two years at the Air
Force Flight Test Center in an effort to improve the
flying qualities of the F-16 in the approach and landing
flight condition. Mony changes were made in the mechani-
zation of the angle of attack feedback. Interestingly,
the most favorable comments regarding control of the air-
craft during flare and landing occured when the angle of
attack feedback was removed completely. However, it was
feared that low time pilots could get into trouble in bad
weather situations, if the stick force cue were removed
completely, and a compromise was made in order to retain a
stable stick force vs. airspeed gradient.

* Work recently completed on the Calspan variable stability
Total In-Flight Simulation (TIFS) has shown that very
desirable pilot ratings could be attained for rate aug-
mented aircraft with neutral speed stability. The purpose
of this study was to analyze very large aircraft on the
order of I million pounds, and is therefore somewhat
appropriate to the transport category of aircraft being
certificated by Part 25. As in the Princeton NAVION vari-
able stability experiment, the initial pilot ratings were
somewhat unfavorable (on the order of 4) but as experience
was gained with rate augmentation, pilot ratings increased
to as high as "I" (see Pilot Rating Scale in Figure 1).

A review of the above experimental results certainly does not justify a

requirement for speed stability or a stable stick force gradient. How-

ever, because of the possible safety implications of removing such a

requirement from the Federal Aviation Regulations, such action does not

seem warranted at this time. The above data is presented here only to

indicate that our minds should not be closed to the possibility that
augmented aircraft may not require a stable stick force gradient. Cer-

tainly more operationally oriented research is required in this area.

Before leaving this subject, it should be pointed out that the

effect of feeding back airspeed to obtain a stable stick force gradient

on the rate augmented system is to decrease the phugoid damping. As

shown in Figure 18, not only is the phugoid damping decreased but the

phugoid frequency is increased. As discussed earlier in this report,

the combination of low phugoid damping and high phugoid frequency tends

U
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to result in poor pilot ratings. (See discussion of Figure 11 in See-

tion IVC.1.) Hence, we see that the requirement for positive stick

force gradients could actually degrade the low frequency dynamics to the

point where the net effect of augmentation would be to degrade the fly-

ing qualities. The lack of an FAR requirement on low frequency dynamics

makes such a result significantly more probable. It therefore seems to

be a matter of some urgency that the appropriate research be conducted

to determine whether a positive stick force gradient is indeed necessary

as a minimum requirement for a level of safety for aircraft utilizing

rate augmentation. This research should, of course, include power-

approach, and landing as major elements. However, conaiderations for

unattended operation, such as will occur in a high workload environment

and, the effect of failure transients should not be overlooked.

Finally, if the stick force gradient is considered to be a means of

stall protection, the effect of introducing a very large stick force vs.

airspeed gradient only in the region near stall, should be considered as

part of the experimental matrix.

9. PASSIVE AUCMJ ATION -- IRRVMRSIBIE FLIGff
CONTROL SYSTEMS

The state of the art for current jet transport flight control sys-

tems may generally be described as passive augmentation (no feedback to

the control surfaces). Irreversible control systems are virtually a

necessity in view of the very high control forces that accompaoy such

large aircraft. Table 2 summarizes the features for past-generation

transports (DC-8, -9, Boeing 727), and modern transports (747, L-l011,

DC-IO, Concorde). This summary provides insight into the evolution of

flight controls for Part 25 airplanes. It also serves as a starting

"point for investigating potential problems which might arise on RSS air-

planes if the pitch control is not changed from that used on existing

airplanes.

In the DC-8 and DC-9, pitch control is provided Sy aerodynamic boost

elevator tabs, with the force feel for these reversible systems being

supplied primarily by the surface hinge momants. A centering spring
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(and for the DC-9, a Mach-compensator to improve 3F,/3V at high M) is

generally the only additional feel element required. The Boeing 727

uses fully powered controls, but with only a dual hydraulic system so a

manual backup is necessary. For the current large transports - the

DC-10, L-1O11, B-747, Concorde - irreversible fully powered controls

with three or four hydraulic systems are used. Due to the large control

forces involved, manual reversion is almost impossible so a high degree

of redundancy, as well as a backup source of power in event of an

all-engines-out condition, is necessary.

Artificial feel has to be provided on airplanes with fully powered

controls. For the 727, 747, and DC-10 the feel system consists of a

centering spring and a dyramic pressure (Q) sensing diaphragm. In the

L-1011 a series of mechanical leaf springs is used. In all cases, the

feel force (or gain) is varied as a function of Q (or Mach Number) and

trim stabilizer setting. For a Q-feel system without stabilizer modula-

tion, the variation in stick forces with c.g. and gross weight would be

excessive. An example of such a system is shown in Figure 19 taken from

Reference 28. A variable stabilizer cam, which acts as a e.g. computers

since stabilizer trim is a function of e.g., has the effect of suppress-

ing the force increases encountered at high Q (high speed) as illustra-

ted in Figurc 20. Note that in Figures 19 and 20 the feel system inputs

to the stick are only effective when sufficient force is applied by the

pilot so that the control system is out of the detent. This is impor-

tant because it means that the feel system does not modify the stick

free dynamics of the aircraft. A review of Table 2 reveals that Fig-

ure 20 is representative of most current transports.

F. EFFECT OF URBULENCE ONI A•GHENTiTION SYSTEKS

The use of stability augmentation generally improves the flying

qualities of aircraft in turbulence when inertial feedback variables are

employed, i.e., pitch attitude, pitch rate, roll attitude, roll rate,

etc. However, when airmass referenced variables, such as angle of

attack and airspeed are fed back to the aircraft control surfaces, the

effect of turbulence can seriously degrade the flying qualities of the
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aircraft. For example, a current highly augmented military fighter uti-

lizes angle of attack feedback in tLe power approach flight condition.

Pilots of this aircraft complain of excessive uncontrolled pitch activ-

ity in turbulence. This is not surprising since the angle of attack

vane responds to gusts just as easily as to changes in aircraft angle of

attack. Hence, in turbulent air, atmospheric disturbances are fed

directly to the elevator; a situation which is of course very undesir-

able. This problem, like many others, can be overcome with complex,

albeit, expensive complimentary filtering. In the case of an angle of

attack vane, thi3 would require blending normal acceleration, az,

measured at the aircraft instantaneous center of rotation with filtered

angle of attack. The details of such "complimentary filters" are not of

great significance to individuals responsible for airworthiness assess-

ment for certification of aircraft. However, the existence of the

necessity for such filters should lead the airworthiness assessment test

pilot to insist upon evaluation of the aircraft flying qualities in var-

ious levels of atmospheric turbulence whenever aerodynamic feedback

(such as angle of attack) variables are utilized. Excessive uncon-

trolled aircraft responses in turbulence is indicative of a poorly

designed complimentary filter or, as in the case of the fighter aircraft

noted above, no complimentary filter at all. Aerodynamic feedback vari-

ables that would typically be used to augment Part 23 and Part 25 air-

craft are listed below.

& Angle of attack, a

* Airspeed or mach number, V or M

* Sideslip angle, 8

* Barometric rate of climb,

* Barometric altitude, h

If any of the above variables are utilized in the aircraft flight con-

trol system, the flying qualities of the aircraft in various levels of

atmospheric disturbances should be carefully evaluated.
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In cases of limited control power, atmospheric disturbances could

saturate the aircraft control surface resulting in momentary loss of the

augmentation system. In cases where the aircraft is highly unstable

without the augmentation system, such saturation effects could lead to

catastrophic divergences. Host high frequency "chop" type turbulence

will not result in control surface saturation. Therefore, the FAA test

pilot should insist on subjecting the aircraft to a large horizontal and

vertical wind shears which would cause large low frequency control move-

ments and are therefore the critical case when testing for saturation.

Such large low frequency shears are difficult to find in flight test and

should probably be examined in a piloted simulator experiment. It would

seem highly desirable to include specific guidance for testing for

atmospheric disturbance induced control saturation in the engineering

flight test guides.

(
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SECTION V

"AUGGOMAION SYSTE FAILURES

The subject of augmentation is covered by FAR 25.671 and FAR
4 25.1309. Additionally Advisory Circular 25.1309-XX (Reference 29) pro-

vides considerable guidance material to augment these FARs. The follow-

ing definitions have been adapted from Reference 29 to provide a basis

for establishing flight control system failure mode requirements for

highly augmented aircraft.

, Nonessential flight control functions - functions in the
augmentation or flight control system which could not sig-
nificantly degrade the capability of the airplane or the
ability of the flight crew to cope with adverse operating
conditions in the event of a failure.

0 Essential flight control functions - functions which
'would reduce the capability of the airplane or the ability
of the flight crew to cope with adverse operatiug condi-
tions in the event of a failure.

* • Critical flight control system functions - flight control
system functions which would prevent the continued safe

flight and landing of the airplane in the event of a
failure.

* Continued safe flight and landing - this phrase is used
to require that an airplane be capable of continued con-
trolled flight without exceptional pilot skill or strength
after a specified failure condition.

* Probable flight control system failures - failures which
hav a calculated frequency of occurrence on the order of
10- or greater per hour of flight time. Probable
failures may be expected during the operational life of
each airplane.

* Improbable flight control system failures - failures
which have a calculated frequency oX occurrence in the
range from approximately 10"• to 10-7 per hour of flight
time. Improbable failures are not expected to occur dur-
ing the total operational life of a single airplane of a
particular type but are expected to occur during the total
operational life of all airplanes of a particular type.

T
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* Extremely improbable flight control system failures
failures which are. estimate% to have a frequency of occur-
frence on the order of 10- or less per hour of flight
time. Such failures are extremely improbable events that
are so unlikely that for the purpose of analyses, they
need not be considered unless engineering judgment would
require their consideration.

FAR Part 125.1309 indicates that flight control systems which have been

determined to be "essential" must have a frequency of occurrence which

is "improbable" (an estimated failitre rate of 10-5 to 10-9 per flight

hour). Likewise, flight control system functions considered to be "cri-

tical" must be "extremely improbable", i.e., have a frequency of occur-

rence on the order of 10-9 or less per flight hour. It is clear that an

augmentation system that has any appreciable effect on the aircraft

dynamics will constitute at least an essential function and hence must

i have an estimated failure rate of less than 10-5 per flight hour.

If the basic aircraft dynamics are so bad that a complete failure of

the augmentation system would render the aircraft uncontrollable, the

augmentor will become a critical function. In this case, the probabil-

ity of failure must be less than 10-9, clearly an impractical value.

Certainly it will be very important to develop guidelines on what con-

stitutes essential and critical functions. For example, in the case of

a relaxed static stability aircraft, some specific level of instability

must be defined which separates "essential" from "critical".

The current state-of-the-art in flight control design would not sup-
port the development of a flight control system with an estimated

I failure rate as low as 10-9. One possible way out of this dilemma would
be to desian a completely independent flight control system which would

provide flying qualities which meet the minimum requirements for level

of safety (pilot rating equal to or better than 5) but would be somewhat

less than optimum, i.e. would trade simplicity for reliability. Such an

approach was utilized in the proposed Boeing Supersonic Transport (SST)
wherein the backup (dissimilar) flight control system was termed a

hardened SAS.
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The concept of a "dissimilar" backup system infers tlat there ts Ut)

commonalty between the backup and redundant primary channels. For

example, Boeing proposed an all analog bzckup with simplified control

laws for the SST which had a quadruply redundant digital primary flight

control system.

I
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SICTION VI

CONSIDEWXIOKS FOR HOM~fING AND UPDATING Mh
KUG INKRG FLIGHT TEST GUIDES

A. GENERAL

The Engineering Flight Test Guide for Transport Category Airplanes

describes methods and procedures that have been employed in testing

transport airplanes for type certification. It is based on past experi-

ence and therefore primarily oriented towards classical unaugmented air-

craft. This section of the report is intended to point out specific

areas of the Engineering Flight Test Guide that can be modified to allow

interpretation of most of the existing Part 25 paragraphs to account for

modern highly augmented aircraft. Clearly, this is an interim solution

and at some point in the future the basic FAR's should be upgraded to

account not only for highly augmented aircraft but the significant

advances in the state of the art of flying qualities airworthiness

assessment of piloted aircraft as well. Such a long term solution would

probably take the form of a considerably more streamlined set of FAR's

backed up by a more comprehensive Engineering Flight Test Guide. This

Engineering Flight Test Guide would include not only flight test proce-

dures but well substantiated flying qualities criteria to be used as

rules of thumb to guide and interpret the flight test results,

Another reason for placing a great deal of emphasis on the Engineer-

ing Flight Test Guide will be to standardize flight test procedures

among the various regions. In the following paragraphs, specific sug-

gestions are offered as to areas of the existing flight test guide that

L can be modified based on existing knowledge and data.

B. HINIMUK REQIJIRE TS, FOR "A lEE OF SMY"

While the FAR's are very specific, and the Engineering Flight Test

Guide provides considerable guidance, the ultimate decision on whether

at& aircraft meets the minimum requirements for a level of safety lies

with the FAA test pilots and engineers (and other affected certificationV team members). As discussed in Section II-B of this report, certain key
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phrases are included in Part 25 to assist the engineering test pilots

and other team members in determining what constitutes the minimum )
requirements for a level of safety. During the period of time between

when the FARs were first written and the present, a flying qualities

rating scale has been developed and refined. This scale is termed the

Cooper-Harper Pilot Rating Scale after its authors and is given as

Figure 1 of this report. For the purpose of determining whether or not

an aircraft meets the minimum requirements for a pass/fail assessment

for a level of safety, it is felt that the scale in Figure 1 could be

simplified somewhat and used for guidance in the flight test guide. A

simplified version of the scale which includes only aircraft character-

istics and demands on the pilot is given in Figure 21. This scale is

segregated into two parts. The first part being ratings from 1 to 5

which signify that the aircraft meets the minimum requirements for a

level of safety. A lower half of this scale, rating 6-10 signify that

the aircraft does not meet the minimum requirements for a level of

safety. One objection to the use of such a scale is that it may lead to

comparisons between the aircraft manufactured by different companies or

may be used in product liability litigation. Such possibilities could

be eliminated by not writing down the actual ratings and simply using

the scale for guidance in a pass/fail fashion as noted on the right side

of Figure 21.

C. SPECIFIC RECOMENDATIONS FOR THE FLIGHT TEST GUIDE

Specific recommendations for improvements and/or modification in

certain areas of the Flight Test Guide are discussed in the following

subsections.

1. FAR 25.143 Controllability and Maneuverability -

General

As discussed in Section IV-C1, the use of a downspring to provide

static stability for an aircraft at the aft center of gravity loading

can result in very high stick forces for the forward c.g. condition.

Specific guidance should be included in the Engineering Flight Test

Guide as to the precision required in maneuvers accomplished during a
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AIRCRAFT DEMANDS ON THE PILOT PILOT
CHARACTERISTICS IN SELECTED TASK OR REQUIRED OPERATION RATING

Excellent Pilot cormpensation not a factor for "
Highly desirable desired performance

Good Pilot compensation not a factor for
Negligible deficiencies desired performance

Fair - Some mildly Minimal pilot compensation required for Pass
unpleasant deficiencies desired performance 3
Minor but annoying Desired performance requires moderate
deficiencies pilot compensation

Moderately objectionable Adequate performance requires
deficiencies considerable pilot compensation

Very objectionable but Adequate performance requires extensive

tolerable deficiencies pilot compensation

Adequate performance not attainable with

Major deficiencies maximum tolerable pilot compensation.
Controllability not in question

Considerable pilot compensation is required FailSMajor deficienciesfocnto
for control

I Major deficiencies Intense pilot compensation is required to
retain control

Major deficiencies Control will be lost during some portion of
required operation

Figure 21. Modified Cooper-Harper Scale Suggested For Pass/Fail
Guidance in Engineering Flight Test Guide
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high stick force condition. For example, it is very difficult, if not

impossible, to accomplish a good short field landing in a gusty, turbu-
/

lent environment when the stick forces are near the limit of ones

strength. This problem is typically more related to Part 23 aircraft

which do not have irreversible controls and rely on large downsprings to

provide stability of the aft c.g. Pilots have been known to put sand-

bags in the baggage compartments of some of these aircraft in order to

provide reasonable flight characteristics when operating with only the

pilot and full fuel (forward c.g. limit).

The table of forces given in FAR, Part 25.143, seems somewhat exces-

sive if precision tracking is required such as in a flare and landing

maneuver. Furthermore, if female pilots are considered, the forces are

almost certainly excessive. In the recently completed proposed MIL

Standard and Handbook - Handling Qualities of Piloted Airplanes, (Ref-

erence 6) some data on the strength of male and female pilots was com-

piled and is repeated below in Table 3. The requirement in FAR Part

25.143 is also shown for comparison. The numbers shown for the 5th

50th, and 95th percentile men and women represent their maximum strength

and did not Include any tracking. If we compare the 75 lbs specified in

the FARs for temporary applications with the numbers in Table 3 it can

be seen that slightly less than 50 percent of the men and more than

95 percent of the women would not be capable of providing the required

force in the aft direction (which is the most critical direction). That

is only 5 percent of the women tested could pull more than 64 lb in a

single application. It should be pointed out that these are maximum

forces for a single application; clearly continuous operation, even for

a short duration will require considerably lower forces. A rule of

thumb given in the proposed MIL Handbook recommends that the maximum

control force should be half the operator's greatest strength. Clearly,

more data is required in this area. However, considerations such as the

ones discussed above with special emphasis on performing the required

operational task (such as short-field landings) should be included in

the FAA Engineering Flight Test Guide. If, in the
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1 - 'TABLE 3. MAXIMUM FORCES E[XERTED ON AIRCRAFT CONTROl.
STICK (LIS) BY MEN AND WOMEN

I MEN WOMEN
CONTROL FAR 25.143

STICK PERCENTILE PERCENTILE (TEMPORARY
DIRECTIONI -- APPLICATION)

5th 150th 95th 5th 50th 95th

SStick Forward(Push F93 123 165 46 87 109S~ (Push)

*_-_75

Stick Back 1 8b4ll 64 85 10- 48 52 64
(Pull) I i

judgment of the engineering test pilot and other assessment team mem-

bers, certain operational tasks cannot be done without the use of undue

strength (or alternatively with a pilot rating of 5 or better in the

Figure 21 scale) then the manufacturer should be required to either

reduce the forces or limit the aircraft to less demanding tasks when the

forces are excessively high (such as would occur at the forward c.g.

location).

2. FAR 25.145 Longitudinal Control and FAR 25.147
Directional and lateral Control

These paragraphs are quite comprehensive and no specific recommenda-

tions are made for change at this time.

3. The FAR 25.161 Trim (Reserved)

This FAR could be construed as a requirement for absolute stability

in all axes. It is extremely important that this interpretation not be

made inasmuch as trim is a totally separate issue from stability. The
wording of the FARs is that the aircraft must "maintain trim" in all

axes. Before the advent of stability augmentation, it was clear to many
test pilots that most aircraft are spirally unstable and hence cannot
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"maintain trim" in the lateral axes indefinetly. Hence, the appropriate

interpretation was made in order to conform with common sense and gozd

judgment. However, with the advent of stability augmentation, stabili-

zation of the spiral mode is indeed possible. It follows that a strict

interpretation of this requirement could, in fact, force the manufac-

-t turer to stabilize the spiral mode even though such augmentation could

detract from the overall flying qualities of the aircraft. Hence, it

should be made clear that the trim requirements of this paragraph are

intended to provide control force relief and that long term stability is

a subject of other sections in the FARs.

The issue of series vs. parallel trim should be addressed in the

Engineering Flight Test Guide. Experience has shown that pilots find

series trim to be undesirable. This is discussed in some detail in Ref-

erence 14. The undesirable aspects of series trim should be discussed

to alert the FAA test pilot of a potential problem area. It is a signi-

ficant issue with highly augmented aircraft because series trimmers are

easy to mechanize with a full authority augmentation system. Specifi-

cally, series trim means that the control column can have zero force

only in the neutral position. So, for example, if the pilot in slowing

the airplane down finds himself carrying two to three inches of aft con-

trol deflection and several pounds of control force, the task of trim-

ming off the force would also involve recentering the control column.

Such recentering tends to induce pitch bobbling and hence results in

adverse pilot opinion. Automatic trim followups are also very undesir-

able and tend to be a by-product of stability augmentors. Such trim

systems automatically recenter the control column when the limit of a

limited authority series servo is being approached. The result is that

the pilot finds that the control column sometimes "has a mind of its

own" and simply starts to change position without any apparent command.

It is not difficult to imagine that such a situation is rated poorly by

most pilots. An outline of these various trim systems associated with

highly augmented aircraft should be included in the flight test guide so

that the engineering test pilot is not only aware of how they are mecha-

nized, but also has the benefit of the experience of pilots in other

experiments..
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4. PAR 25.171 Stability G- eral (Reserved)

This paragraph clearly states a requirement for absolute stability

in all axes, despite the fact that nearly all airplanes are spirally

unstable. This is clearly a watter of interpretation which must be made

by the appropriate regions in the current FAA structure. Specific

interpretations of the amount of stability required in each axes should

be included in this section of the Engineering Flight Test Guide to pro.-

"vide standardization among the regions. In the past, attempts to pro.-
vide a specific requirement on acceptable lateral divergence rates for

, the spiral mode were overruled because of a lack of substantiating data.
However, inclusion of such requirements as "guidance" does not require

the rigorous substantiation of a regulation and still allows the use of
such existing data in the certification process.

The requirement for absolute stability in this paragraph essentially

disallows the use of pure rate augmentation for relaxed static stability

aircraft (see Section IV-D). However, such augmentation can be highly

effective and the degree of instability can be so small as to be unno-

ticeable, i.e. considerably less than the spiral divergence existing on

current aircraft. Specific guidance should be provided in this area to

evaluate the expected requests for deviation from this requirement for

RSS aircraft.

Finally, the effect of failure modes on stability should be con-

"sidered to assist the FAA test pilot in making determinations on specif-

- ically what constitutes "nonessential," "essential," and "critical"

flight control functions.

5. FAR 25.173 Static Longitudinal Stability (Reserved)
FAR 25.175 Demonstration of Static Longitudinal Stability
(Reserved)

Both of these requirements are reasonably self explanatory and

little guidance is required. The entire issue of the requirement for

the necessity for positive static stability for some types of augmenta-

tion has been discussed at some length in Chapter IV-D of this volume
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and in Volume It of this report. The concept of allowing a reduction in

scatic stability in the presence of very excellent dynamic response

characteristics should be considered as a major part of the effort to_•--3Mm•expand che Engineering Flight Test Guide to account for highly augmented

aircraft.

The value of stick force gradient required for desirable flying

qualities should be made a function of flight condition. For example,

in the power approach and landing flight condition, it is desirable to

have a reasonably high value of stick force gradient to provide a sense

of airspeed awareness when operating near the stall. However, in high

speed cruise conditions, the need for a stick force gradient diminishes

rapidly and in fact, as pointed out in Section III, Equation 7, the

value of stick force gradient varies inversely with the trim speed.

Hence, at very high speeds, the stick force gradient will be inherently

very small. Allowances should be made for crhi•s Z....t in- t.-*' Rng' ering

Flight Test Guide.

Values of stick force gradient, which are excessively large, can

lead to degraded flying qualities to the point where safety is a factor.

This tends to be a problem more with Part 23 aircraft which employ a

large downspring to cure stick-free stability problems at the aft c.g.

limit. The presence of this very large bpring causes excessively high

stick force gradients when operating at the forward c~g. limit. It

would be desirable to establish a recommended upper limit on stick force

gradient to prevent excessive maneuvering forces and gust sensitivity.

If this upper limit is exceeded, the test pilot should be alerted to a

potential safety problem. Aircraft with such "deficiencies" should be

subjected to a special set of flight tests to demonstrate the ability to

do precision maneuvering without exceeding the requirements for excep-

tional piloting skill, alertness, or strength (or alternatively a pilot

rating of 5 or better on the scale in Figure 21). In most cases, this

would involve demonstrated short field takeoffs and landings in moderate

turbulence.

U
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6. FAL 25.177 Static Directiosal and Lateral Stability

The flight test procedures outlined in the current Engineering

Flight Test Guide for directional static stability are reasonable, but

not very meaningful in term of flying qualities. In order to make

these tests more meaningful, some minimum and maximum force gradients

should be specified. That is, in its present form, the flight test pro-

cedure requires only that the aircraft ultimately return to its trim

value with no recommended limits on the control forces.

The lateral "stability" requirement is actually a requirement on

dihedral effect (the requirement is intended to insure that the effec-

tive La is negative). There are really two issues that need to be

addressed here. One is the need for an actual lateral stability

requirement, which is a requirement on the spiral mode. The other is

whether or not a negative dihedral effect should indeed be required.

Lateral or "spiral" stability is nearly always slightly negative and

therefore is more of a dynamic requirement than a static requirement.

That is, once an aircraft is perturbed from wings level flight, it tends
to either stay at the bank angle where control releace was effected or

to slowly divergeo Hence the requirement on "lateral stability" should

be included in a new paragraph oriented towards long term dynamic sta-

bility (see also discussion on 25.181).

There is a considerable body of data which shows that aircraft with

zero effective dihedral do not pose any substantial flying quality prob-

lems and in fact, have been known to receive pilot ratings equal to or

better than 3 on the Cooper-Harper rating scale in Figure 1; certainly

well within the minimum requirements for a level of safety. A reason-

able short term solution to thie problem would be to present this data

to the FAA engineering test pilots in the Engineering Flight Test Guide

so that they may make the proper interpretation of this requirement,

i.e., very low values of effective dihedral should be considered as

acceptable. This would constitute a major improvement in the FARs in

that many aircraft are outfitted with aileron to rudder spring intercon-

nects in order to meet the requirements for effective dihedral or
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"lateral stability" when LO is marginally small, but not zero. These

spring interconnects make the crosswind landing and takeoff characteris-

tics of the aircraft somewhat t•ndesirable and most likely constitute

more of a safety hazard than the small or zero effective dihedral; which

the data shows constitutes no safety hazard at all.

Finally, some specific flight tect procedures should be developed to

evaluate directional stability and dihedral effect in terms of opera-

tional requirements. For example, static directional stability should

be evaluated in landing in large lateral gusts and at the maximum cross-

wind limit of the aircraft where rapid directional changes with rudder

may be required on short final and just prior to touchdown. Likewise,

the effective dihedral can be evaluated by examining the operational

procedures to determine if there is a need to raise the low wing with

rudder and more importantly, by investigating the effects of turbulence.

Aircraft with very low values of dihedral tend to exhibit a snaking

motion in turbulence and hence dutch roll damping becomes more impor-

tant. However, meeting the requirements of Paragraph 177 as outlined in

the Engineering Flight Test Guide will not improve turbulence response

due to low effective dihedral. In fact, most manufacturers meet this

requirement by incorporating an aileron to rudder interconnect which has

no effect on augmenting I$, the primary culprit in poor turbulence

response. In summary, it seems worthwhile to establish a rigorous set

of flight test procedures that would effectively evaluate directional

stability and dihedral effect (or incorrectly "lateral stability") in

terms of the actual operational requirements of the aircraft. This

approach could eliminate the need for a large scale revision of the FARs

which is unlikely in the near future and would also have the effect of

standardizing the evaluation of these important flying quality

considerations.

7. FAR 25.181 Dynamic Longitu4inal, Directional, and
Lateral Stability

As discussed in both volumes of this report, the dynamic response of

highly augmented aircraft can be substantially different from classical
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aircraft. Furthermore, the classical relationships between static and
dynamic stability are typically no longer valid when significant amounts

of augmentation are employed.. Hence, there is a need for a very compre-

hensive methodology for makLa the distinction between what is and what

is not the minimum requiroeaat 'for an "acceptable" dynamic response

characteristic in each axis. "Acceptable" here, would of course imply

that the minimunk requiremeuts for a level of safety have been satisfied,

i.e., a rating of 5 or better (a "pass") on the Figure 21 scale..
Clearly, simply stating that the responses tust be well damped is not

adequate. Fortunately, there haa been a considerable body of research

directed at this subject during the past decade. A great deal of this

research is summarized in the proposed MIu Standard and Handbook for
Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes (Reference 6). We hasten to note

that the military mission is considerably different from that of the

civil transport and hence the military flying quality criteria do not

apply directly. However, a significant segment of the military data

base involves a human pilot flying large aircraft with flying qualities

very similar to the civil fleet (in many cases, identical aircraft).

The proposed expansion of the Engineering Flight Test Guide would

involve utilization of this data base in terms of the needs of the civil

transport and its associated operational envelope. The flying quality

criteria derived from this effort would be included in the Engineering
Flight Test Guide as background material and would support the engineer-

ing test pilot in looking for critical areas that could cause safety

related problems. For example, an aircraft with a large time delay (see

Section II) should be subjected to aggressive tracking tasks such as

precision landings to determine whether the time delay can result in

unsafe operation. The Space Shuttle represents an example of a case
where large time delays did result in near catastrophic results. This
"aircraft" is extremely benign as long as gradual control inputs are

made. However, as two separate astronauts have discovered, an attempt

to make rapid corrections in the vicinity of touchdown can result in

very large and potentially dingerous pilot indqred oscillations. The

main point of all this is thsC the flying quality criteria should not be

necessarily utilized to modify e-isting 0/&31 but rather to guide the
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flight test program to search out and examine regions where subtle but

potentially dangerous problems may exist.

It is expected that a large portion of the effort to expand the

Engineering Flight Test Guide would be expended on upgrading this para-

graph. In summary, specific areas that should be addressed are

* Specific requirements on highly augmented pitch dynamics
with emphasis on the fact that the conventional short
period and phugoid modes may not be readily identifiable.
This requires that a technique called "equivalent system
matching" be utilized to identify the "effective" short-
"period parameters. (See Reference 6, Section 3.2.1.1.)

* Specification of criteria to define roll damping and
spiral stability. In particular, roll damping tends to be
critical for large transport aircraft and defines the
dominant short-term dynamics in the roll axes. A specific
flight test technique should be outlined to expose defi-
ciencies in the roll mode time constant. Examples would
be lateral offset maneuvers just prior to touchdown and
landings in a crosswind shear.

* Values of dutch roll damping and frequency should be
specified depending on the task in question. For example,
it may be necessary to require higher values of dutch roll
damping for ILS tracking than for high altitude cruise.

0 Specific recommendations should be made on the allowable
degradations that can occur in the presence of stability
augmentation failures. In addition, the transient between
the unfailed and failed state should also be investigated.

8. FAR- 25.671 and FAP 25.1309 Consideration of
Augmentation System Failures

Inasmuch as the basic philosophy of the Federal Aviation Regulations

is to require only the minimum flying qualities necessary to achieve
"#"safe flight," degradations in the flying quality characteristics tech-

nically cannot be allowed. If such degradations were allowed to exist,

the operation would, by definition, be unsafe; an unacceptable situation

for commarcial operation. In the real world situation, however, air-

craft are designed to have considerably better flying qualities than

those needed for minimum requirements for a level of safety. Hence, the

flying qualities of an aircraft following failures of one or more
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augmentation systems are inherently required to meet the basic regula-

tionso Indeed, in the case of augmented aircraft, the regulations may be

more oriented toward the failed state than the operational state. The

Engineering Flight Test Guide should provide guidance for flight test

pilots regarding "critical" faildres of specific augmentation systems

(see Section V for definition of "critical"). An important part of

defining a "critical" failure is defining the worst-case critical opera-

ting points for failures. Advisory Circular 25.1309-XX (Reference 29)

clearly states that continued safe flight and landing implies that an

airplane be capable of continued controlled flight without exceptional

pilot skill or strength after any failure condition which has not been

shown to be "extremely improbable" (a probability of less than 109).

Most failures of an augmentation system cannot be shown to be extremely

improbable and therefore it will be necessary to conduct flight demon-

strations either in an airplane or on a satisfactory flight simulator of

the worst-case failure conditions. It should be the role of the Engi-

neering Flight Test Guide to define what constitutes the worst-case

flight conditions and additionally what constitutes a satisfactory

flight simulator for each of the identified flight conditions. Failure

transients should be an important consideration when conducting such

tests.

Ct
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CONCLSIONS

The current Federal Aviation -Regulation concerning aircraft flying

qualities can nearly always be applied to the airworthiness assessment

and certification of highly augmented aircraft with the appropriate

interpretations. It is suggested that such interpretations be

incorporated into the airworthiness assessment process by means of an

updated version of the Engineering Flight Test Guides (FAA Orders 8110.7

and 8110.8). This would serve to provide a basis for standardizing

procedures among the regions. It would also provide FAA engineering

test pilots and certification teams with a synops~.s of the latest

available information obtained from Military, NASA and European flight

test and piloted simulation programs. Such information will be

essential in performing an efficient assessment of a highly augmented

aircraft.

Some specific areas to be considered for upgrading the engineering

flight test guide are summarized below.

* A standardized rating scale is needed to assist in
the airworthiness assessment process. It is felt
that a modified version of the Cooper-Harper
Handling Qualities rating scale would be
appropriate and that a rating of 5 or better
should result in a "pass" (see Figures la and 21).

* The Engineering Flight Test Guide should recommend
specific piloting tasks which would be

Sparticularly effective in exposing flying
qualities deficiencies which may exist as a result
of the mechanization of stability augmentation or
failures of such augmentation (see Section II).

* There is a simultaneous degradation in static and
dynamic stability which occurs as the center of
gravity is moved aft with classical unaugmented
aircraft. Hence, a detailed requirement on static
stability inherently assures reasonable dynMic
stability (see Sections III B.3 and IV D.3.
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0 Highly augmented aircraft may exhibit zero static
stability and still possess excellent dynamic(stability. Hence, the detailed requirements on
static stability are not adequate to assure good
dynamic stability for augmented aircraft (see
Section IV D.3).

* The Engineering Flight Test Guide should contain
guidelines to allow an airworthiness assessment of
the short term dynamic stability of augmented
aircraft. Such guidelines would be considered
interpretations of the very general requirements
on short-term dynamic stability in FAR 25.181 (see
Section IV C.t),

x * A requirement on low frequency (or "long term")
dynamic stability does not currently exist in the
FARs. This situation should be rectified (see
Section IV C.1).

* The necessity for requiring a negative stick force
per knot gradient (dFs/dV), even in the presence
of excellent dynamic characteristics, should be
investigated.

S• The requirement for a negative dFs/dV (FAR 25.173)
disallows the use of rate command attitude
augmentors thereby complicating the problem of
augmenting RSS aircraft. Test pilots at NASA Ames
Research Center have found rate command augmentors
(with dFs/dV) to be not only acceptable but
desirable. See Section V D.4 for more detail.

* Downsprings, bobweights, and elevator tabs can be
used effectively to correct deficient static
stability which tends to occur at aft center of
gravity locations. However, the Engineering
Flight Test Guide should provide specific guidance
regarding: 1) the control forces at the extreme
forward center of gravity and 2) long term dynamic
stability (phugoid mode) when such devices are
employed.

• Specific guidance should be provided in the
Engineering Flight Test Guide regarding the
possible deleterious cffects of turbulence on
stability augmentation systems (see Section IV F).
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* The Engineering Flight Test Guide should provide
guidance as to specifically what constitutes
"nonessential, essential, and critical" flight
control functions (see Section V). For example,
how unstable must an RSS aircraft be before the
flight control system (augmentation) is deemed tobe "essential" or "6ritical?" Note that the

reliability requirements, and hence cost, are a
direct result of whether the control system is
found to be nonessential, essential, or critical.

A detailed review of suggested modifications to the Engineering

Flight Test Guide is given in Section VI.
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GLOSSARY

c.g. Center of gravity

FAA Federal Aviation Agency

FAR Federal Aviation Regulations

FCS Flight Control System

RSS Relaxed Static Stability

SST Supersonic Transport
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